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COMPLIANCE EMISSION TESTING OF THE CENTRAL HEATING
AND POWER PLANT, ZIELSON AIR FORCE BASE, ALASKA

INTRODUCTION

Background

On 10-14 May 93, compliance emission testing for particulate
matter and visible emissions was conducted on coal-fired Boiler 3
at the Eielson AFB Central Heat and Power Plant (CH&PP). Testing
was performed by the Air Quality Function of the Air Force
Armstrong Laboratory. This survey was requested by the Eielson
AFB Civil Engineering Office to satisfy State of Alaska operating
permit requirements. The survey request letter is found in
Appendix A. Personnel involved with on-site testing are listed
in Appendix B.

Site Description

The CH&PP (Fig. 1) operates a total of 6 boilers for heat and
electrical power production (Table 1). Each boiler is a
spreader-stoker fired unit with a maximum design steam capacity
of 120,000 pounds per hour (lb/hr). A partial view of Boiler 3
is shown in Figure 2.

Subbituminous coal is currently the only fuel used by all 6
boilers. However, each boiler is scheduled to be retrofitted to
co-fire refuse derived fuel (RDF) with coal. Additionally,
Boiler 4 will also be retrofitted to burn used oil in conjunction
with coal. The CH&PP currently has no plans to burn hydrocarbon
contaminated soil with coal, although use of this fuel is
authorized in the new operating permit. A view of the coal
stockpile outside the CH&PP is shown in Figure 3 while the
results of a coal sample, taken from a shipment received the week
before emission testing, are found in Appendix C. The CH&PP uses
an average of 160,000 tons of coal per year. All coal comes from
the Usibelli Coal Mines located in Healy, Alaska, approximately
120 miles south of Eielson AFB.

All boilers are equipped with forced draft and induced draft
fans. The purpose of the forced draft fan is to supply air for
combustion. The purpose of the induced draft fan is to maintain
a negative pressure condition in the furnace part of the boiler
system, to remove the combustion gases from the boiler, and to
exhaust the combustion gases out the stack. Each unit is also
fitted with a steam-operated soot blower to remove flyash and
soot from heat exchange surfaces (1,2).

Air pollution control currently consists of a multitube
cyclone separator on each boiler (Fig. 4). Each multitube
cyclone separator is located in the boiler exhaust duct, upstream
of the induced draft fan. The multitube cyclone separators were
manufactured by the Western Precipitation Division of Joy



Figure 1. View of the Central Heat and Power Plant.

Figure 2. Partial View of Boiler 3.
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Figure 3. View of Coal Stockpile.
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Figure 4. Multitube Cyclone Separator.
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Manufacturing Company and consist of a number of individual
cyclones operating in parallel (1,2). Cyclone separators are gas
cleaning devices that employ a centrifugal force generated by a
spinning gas stream to separate the particulate matter from the
carrier gas (3). In addition to the multitube cyclone separator,
each boiler is scheduled to be retrofitted with a baghouse. The
first retrofit was performed on Boiler 4 in October 1993. One
boiler will be retrofitted biennially until all boilers are
retrofitted.

The exhaust effluent from each boiler is ducted to a separate
exhaust stack located on the roof of the CH&PP. Figure 5 shows
the exhaust stack for Boiler 3. All boiler exhaust stacks are
similar to the one pictured in Figure 5.

The CH&PP operates 5 steam turbine generators and 1 stand-by
diesel generator for electrical power production (Table 2). A
steam turbine is shown in Figure 6, while the lone diesel
generator is shown in Figure 7.

A flow diagram of the CH&PP's entire heat and electrical

power production process is shown in Figure 8.

Applicable Standards and Guidelines

The emission standards and operating requirements for the
CH&PP are stated in Operating Permit No. 9331-AA001. This permit
was issued by the State of Alaska on 30 Apr 93 and has an
expiration date of 31 Jan 98. The entire permit is located in
Appendix D and the major provisions are summarized below:

1. The CH&PP is subject to the permitting, operating, and
emission limitation requirements of Alaska Administrative Code,
Title 18, Environmental Conservation, Chapter 50 - Air Quality
Control (18 AAC 50). A copy of this regulation is found in
Appendix E.

2. The 6 boilers are permitted to burn coal, coal with used
oil, coal with refuse derived fuel, and coal with hydrocarbon
contaminated soil.

3. For each type of fuel the CH&PP plans to use, source
testing for particulate matter must be performed on 1 boiler not
equipped with a baghouse. The source testing must be performed
by the end of 1994 and be in accordance with 40 CFR Part 60,
Appendix A, Methods 1 - 5.

4. Current emission limits for all 6 boilers include the
following:

a. Particulate Emissions - not to exceed 0.100 grains
per dry standard cubic foot (gr/dscf).

5



TABLE 1. Listing of Boilers

Boiler MKJnufacturer Year Steam Capacity
Number Installed (lb/hr)*

1 Springfield 1950 120,000

2 Springfield 1950 120,000

3 Springfield 1950 120,000

4 Springfield 1950 120,000

5 Garrette and Schafer 1954 120,000

6 Garrette and Schafer 1954 120,000

lb/hr = pounds per hour

TABLE 2. Listing of Generators

Generator Year Electrical
Identifier Manufacturer Installed Capacity

(Megawatts)

Steam Turbine # 1 Murray 1952 2.5

Steam Turbine # 2 Murray 1952 2.5

Steam Turbine # 3 Elliot 1955 5.0

Steam Turbine # 4 Worthington 1969 5.0

Steam Turbine # 5 Trans America- 1987 10.0
Delaval

Stand-by Diesel EMD Electro-motor 1987 2.5

6



Figure 5. View of Boiler 3 Exhaust Stack.

Figure 6. View of Steam Turbine Generator.
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Figure 7. View of Diesel Generator.
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b. Visible Emissions - 20% opacity not to be exceeded
more than 3 minutes in any 1 hour.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

Particulate sampling and analysis were conducted in
accordance with Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Methods 1
through 5. These methods are found in Appendix A to Title 40,
Code of Federal Regulations, Part 60 (4).

The boiler exhaust stacks are circular and 14.2 feet (ft)
high. The stacks are tapered, diverging from a 52 inch outside
diameter (OD) at the roof line t-4 a 72 inch OD at the top. The
divergent angle of the stacks is approximately 7 degrees. Based
on the relatively small divergent angle, the stacks are
considered to be straight ducts. Prior to the stack, exhaust
gases pass through the induced draft fan, rectangular ducting,
and a transition to the stack located just below the roof (1,2).
Figure 9 provides a schematic of the exhaust stack and associated
duct work. The Boiler 3 stack has 2 sampling ports. The ports
are on the same horizontal plane, 90 degrees apart. The sampling
ports are located 3 ft from the nearest upstream disturbance (the
roof line) and 11.1 ft from the nearest downstream disturbance
(the top of the stack). With an inside stack diameter of 4.4 ft
at the sampling ports, the ports are 0.7 duct diameters
downstream and 2.5 duct diameters upstream from the nearest flow
disturbances. EPA Method 1 requires the port holes to be located
a minimum of 2 duct diameters downstream and 0.5 duct diameters
upstream of the nearest flow disturbances. Although the port
holes are located less than the EPA's minimum distance downstream
of the nearest flow disturbance, sampling at this location was
performed in Jul 88 and was once again approved by the State of
Alaska (1). A total of 24 traverse points (12 for each port
hole) were used to collect a representative sample. For each
representative sample, 3 sampling runs were conducted and the
results averaged to determine the final emission value. All
sampling runs were 60 minutes in duration.

Prior to the first sampling run, the degree of cyclonic flow
was determined by using a Type S pitot tube and measuring the
stack gas rotational angle at each point along the center
traverse. Flow conditions are considered acceptable when the
arithmetic mean average of the rotational angles is 20 degrees or
less. Rotational angle measurements showed the Boiler 3 stack
air flow to be within the acceptable limit. A preliminary
velocity pressure traverse, using the same Type S pitot tube, was
also accomplished at this time.

A grab sample for Orsat analysis (measures 02 and CO2 for
stack gas molecular weight determination) was taken during each
sampling run. Orsat sampling and analysis equipment are shown in
Figures 10 and 11. Stack gas moisture content, which is also

10
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required for determination of stack gas molecular weight, was
obtained during particulate sampling.

Particulate samples were collected using the sampling train
shown in Figure 12. The train consisted of a button-hook probe
nozzle, heated stainless steel probe, heated glass-fiber filter,
impingers, and a pumping and metering device. The probe nozzle
was sized prior to the sample run so that the gas stream could be
sampled isokinetically (i.e., the velocity of the gas sample
entering the nozzle was adjusted to equal the stack gas velocity
at each point sampled). Stack gas velocity pressure was measured
at the nozzle tip using a Type S pitot tube connected to a
10-inch inclined-vertical manometer. Type K thermocouples were
used to measure stack gas as well as sampling train temperatures.
The probe liner was heated to minimize moisture condensation.
The heated filter was used to collect particulates. The impinger
train consisted of four glass impingers in series and was used as
a condenser to collect stack gas moisture. The first, third, and
fourth impingers were of modified Greenburg-Smith design while
the second impinger was a standard Greenburg-Smith type. The
first and second impingers each contained 200 milliliters (ml) of
distilled water, the third impinger was empty, and the fourth
impinger contained 200 grams (g) of silica gel. The pumping and
metering system was used to control and monitor the sample gas
flow rate. Equipment calibration data are presented in Appendix
F (5).

Front half particulate matter (material collected on sampling
train surfaces up to and including the filter) was determined for
compliance purposes according to the procedures specified in EPA
Method 5. Field data from particulate sampling are presented in
Appendix G. Emission calculations were accomplished using the
"Source Test Calculation and Check Programs for Hewlett-Packard
41 Calculators" developed by the EPA Office of Air Quality
Planning and Standards (6). Resulting emission calculations are
presented in Appendix H.

Visible emission (opacity) readings were performed in
accordance with EPA Method 9. The opacity reader was certified
by the Texas Air Control Board. A copy of the reader's
certification card is found in Appendix I.

RESULTS

Particulate matter source testing of Boiler 3 was performed
on 11 May 93. Boiler 3 was operated with a steam output of
100,000 pounds per hour (lb/hr) during all 3 sampling runs.
This output is approximately 83% of the rated boiler capacity
(120,000 lb/hr). A soot blow was performed during Run 1 of the
test. The particulate matter emission rates were calculated as
grains per dry standard cubic foot of stack gas (gr/dscf). The
results from the 11 May 93 sampling are 0.095 gr/dscf, 0.118
gr/dscf, and 0.106 gr/dscf for sampling runs 1, 2, and 3,

13
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respectively. The average for all three runs, 0.106 gr/dscf, is
above the State of Alaska standard of 0.100 gr/dscf.

CH&PP personnel were informed of the 11 May 93 sampling
results and subsequently adjusted Boiler 3 operational parameters
(e.g., air flow rates) to enhance combustion efficiency. Boiler
3 was then retested on 13 May 93 at the same capacity (100,000 lb
steam/hr) used during the 11 May testing. A soot blow was
performed during Run 3 of the 13 May test. The results from the
13 May sampling are 0.070 gr/dscf, 0.093 gr/dscf, and 0.135
gr/dscf for sampling runs 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The average
for all three runs, 0.099 gr/dscf, is slightly below the 0.100
gr/dscf State standard.

Except during the 2 soot blows, visible emission readings
taken during the 11 May and 13 May tests did not exceed 20% for
more than 3 minutes in any one hour.

A summary of all source sampling results is provided in both
Table 3 and Figure 13. Facility data, showing Boiler 3 operating
parameters during source testing, are provided in Appendix J.

DISCUSSION

The initial (11 May 93) source test performed on Boiler 3
indicated that the average particulate emission rate was
approximately 6% above the State of Alaska standard, with only
one of the 3 sampling runs below the standard.

As a result of the high emission rate, system parameter
adjustments were made by CH&PP personnel and the boiler retested
on 13 May 93. Results from this second test show the new average
particulate emission rate to be approximately 1% below the State
of Alaska standard. Although the first 2 sampling runs were
below the State standard, the third sampling run was
significantly higher (approximately 35% above the standard). one
probable cause for the high Run 3 value was that the soot blow
was performed during this run instead of during Run 1. This
means that Boiler 3 was operating at a high capacity for several
hours prior to the soot blow, resulting in extra soot
accumulation on the heat exchange surfaces.

Although the 13 May 93 source test shows Boiler 3 emissions
are below the State of Alaska standard, the closeness to the
standard indicates a potential for reducing emissions further.
The following are items which may impact particulate emissions
from the CH&PP boilers:

1. The survey sampling results show a direct correlation
between the particulate emissions and the stack gas oxygen
content. For both the 11 May and 13 May 93 sampling tests, the
particulate emissions decreased with an increase in stack gas
oxygen content (Fig. 14). Particulate emissions can be reduced

15



TABLE 3. Summary of Stack Emission Test Results, Boiler 3"

Run Soot Oxygen Carbon Dioxide Particulate
Date 0 Blow Concentration Concentration Emissions

(k) (%) (gr/dscf)

11 May 93 1 Yes 5.6 14.1 0.095

11 May 93 2 No 5.0 14.9 0.118

11 May 93 3 No 5.3 14.5 0.106

11 May 93 Avg -- 5.3 14.5 0.106

13 May 93 1 No 7.1 12.5 0.070

13 May 93 2 No 6.2 13.6 0.093

13 May 93 3 Yes 5.7 14.1 0.135

13 May 93 Avg -- 6.3 13.4 0.099

Boiler 3 was operated at a capacity of 100,000 pounds steam per hour
(lb steam/hr) for all sampling runs. The maximum design capacity for
Boiler 3 is 120,000 lb steam/hr.

gr/dscf = grains per dry standard cubic foot. The State of Alaska
permitted standard is 0.10 gr/dscf.

16
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significantly when overfire air pressures are increased (7).
However, increasing the amount of combustion air too much will
lead to decreased combustion efficiency and excessive turbulence
within the furnace (note - increasing the turbulence will
increase the amount of flyash entrained in the exhaust gas
stream).

2. The efficiency of cyclone separators increases with an
increase in particle size (3). The 6 boilers at the CH&PP are
designed to burn coal with an effective diameter of 0.75 inch.
However, according to CH&PP personnel, up to 25% of the coal
purchased is considered fine (i.e., less than 0.25 inch effective
diameter).

3. The efficiency of cyclone separators increases with an
increase in the inlet gas velocity (3). However, increasing the
boiler exhaust gas flow rate may also increase the amount of
flyash from the furnace which is entrained in the exhaust gas
stream. Therefore, minimizing particulate emissions is highly
dependent on maintaining an optimum boiler exhaust gas flow rate.

4. Particulate emissions often increase as fuel load
increases (especially as full load is approached) and with sudden
load changes (7).

5. Particulate emissions tend to increase as the ash content
in the furnace increases (7).

RECOMMENDATIONS

The CH&PP is currently in compliance with the State of Alaska
particulate emission standard. Eielson AFB personnel should
thoroughly review the operating and testing requirements in
Operating Permit #9331-AA001 prior to installing bag houses or
using alternate fuels.

The following recommendations are provided to enhance the
efficiency of your boiler systems.

1. The particulate emission rate measured during Run 1 of
the 13 May 93 sampling test was approximately 30% below the
Alaska standard. The boilers should be operated using conditions
(e.g., oxygen levels) similar to those used during this sampling
run.

2. Efforts should be made to purchase coal with a larger
effective diameter.

3. The exhaust gas flow rate for each boiler should be
optimized to increase the efficiency of the cyclone while
decreasing the amount of flyash entrained in the exhaust gas.

19



4. Avoid overloading and frequent reloading of coal into the
furnaces.

5. Ensure ash removal from the furnaces is performed on a
frequent basis.

Armstrong Laboratory will remain active in supporting the
base's present and future needs.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
PACIFIC AIR FORCES

FROM: 343 CES/CC 24 W 13
2258 Central Ave Ste 1
Eielson AFB AK 99702-2225

SUBJ: Request for Stack Test

TO: Armstrong Laboratory/OEBE
2402 E Drive
Brooks AFB TX 78235-5501

1. We request Armstrong Laboratory perform a stack test on our
power plant. We are currently renewing our Air Quality Control
Permit to Operate for this facility and the stack test is required
as part of the permit process.

2. The previous stack test was performed in June 1989. One boiler
was tested for visible emissions and particulates. We have not yet
received our new permit, but do not expect any changes to the stack
test requirement. Our power plant has six coal fired boilers, each
with a steam capacity of 120,000 pounds per hour. Test results from
the last stack test showed compliance with state regulations
(opacity no greater than 20 percent and particulates no greater
than 0.1 grains per cubic foot) when the boilers were operated at
100,000 pounds of steam per hour.

3. Tentatively, the time period for the stack test to be performed
is the first two weeks of May. It is understood that there is no
fee for this service other than TDY costs for team members. When
you have selected your team, please send the names, social security
numbers, and expected flight costs so that we may obtain a fund
site numb

Sil Engineer cc: HQ PACAF/SGPB
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PERSONNEL INFORMATION

1. Armstrong Laboratory Air Quality Test Team

Capt Robert O'Brien, Air Quality Consultant, Project Officer
Capt Dennis Sylvia, Air Quality Meteorologist
MSgt Kurt Jagielski, Air Quality Technician
MSgt Mark Bishop, Air Quality Technician

AL/OEBQ
2402 E Drive
Brooks AFB TX 78235-5114
Phone: DSN 240-3305

Comm (210) 536-3305

2. Eielson AFB On-Site Representatives

Ms Paula Fowler, Environmental Protection Specialist

354 CES/CEVC
2258 Central Ave Suite 1
Eielson AFB AK 99702-2225
Phone: DSN 377-1697

Comm (907) 377-1697

Mr George Pousche, Central Heat and Power Plant Foreman

354 CES/CEOP
2258 Central Ave Suite 1
Eielson AFB AK 99702-2225
Phone: DSN 377-3151

Comm (907) 377-3151

Maj Randy Gross, Bioenvironmental Engineer

354 MEDS/SGPB
3349 Central Ave Suite 1
Eielson AFB AK 99702-2325
Phone: DSN 377-5225

Comm (907) 377-5225
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USIBELLI COAL HINE

ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR 05/06/93

CUSTOiER ....... 8TU... % 82O • ASH k VOL. % F.C. % S.. LOCATION BENCH SEAM RENARK ............ TONS

'IELSON AIR 7,982 27.72 5.36 35.15 31.77 0.08 1I 128 3 50 CARS 3,659.55
;ORCE OAS!
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(~~' ~ WAL TER J. HICKELI4OVLANNT

Telephone: (907) 451-2360
Fax: (907) 451-2187DEiPr. O1F LN¥VIIONMIENTAL CO~tIE'WA'FI|ON

Northern Regional Office
1001 Noble Street, Suite 350, Fairbanks, AK 99701-4980 NRO File: 105.16.001

April 30, 1993 -O PY

CERTIFIED MAIL - RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED - P 077 994 258

Lt. Col. James C. Murray, Jr.
U.S. Department of tiho Air Force
343 CE._S/CC

2258 Central Avenue, Ste I
Ei+lson AFB, AK 99702-2225

Dear Lt. Col. Murray:

Re: Air Quality Control Permit to Operate 9331-AA001

The Department of Environmental Conservation has received your December 11, 1992,
request for renewal of Air Control Permit #8831-AA001 to operate six boilers at the
Eielson AFB, Central Heating and Power Plant. Based on review of the file, the
Department finds:

1. The Eielson Central Heating and Power Plant is an existing facility which consists of
six boilers and one stand-by generator on base. The boilers are coal fired units.
Boilers #1-4 were installed in 1950. Boilers #5 & 6 were installed in 1954. The
stand-by diesel generator unit was i.staMled in 1987 to replace existing generators
from 1940.

2. The main fuel is He-aly cotl, out the boile-S, have been permitted to burn used
oil, HC contaminated soil, or refuse dori',ed iiJel.

3. The facility is subject, to the pernmitt'r.j r._-:uirc3rnants of 18 AAC 50.300(a)(1)(B).

4. The diesel generator is a stand-by unit, which will be operated in conjunction with
the six boilers to ensure no emissions greater than the maximum allowed for the
boilers operating alone at maximum capacity. Deviation will be allowed for in cases
of extreme emergencies and for routine testing and maintenance.

5. The facility is subject to the opacity, particulate matter, sulfur dioxide, fugitive dust,
and public nuisance standards in 18 AAC 50.050(a)(1), (b)(1). (b)(2), (c), (e), and
(f) and 18 AAC 50.110.

Therefore, as provide by 18 AAC 50.400, the Department grants the enclosed Air Quality
Control Permit to Operate 9331-AA,001. Plrmit 9331*.AA001 recinds permit 8831-AA001.
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Lt. Col. James C. Murray, Jr. -2- April 30, 1993

Permit 9331-AAOO1 will expire January 31, 1998, and you must have it renewed if you
intend to continue to operate the boilers beyond that date. A request for renewal should
be received at least 30 days prior to the expiration date if the continued operation is
desired.

Please note there are 20 conditions in the permnit. Failure to comply with any of these I
conditions will result in the suspension or revocation of your permit in accordance withi

5'L 18 AAC 50.310.

You will notice that we have added several cwa exhibits to this permit. Exhibit B lists the
emission limits and the maximum allowable annual emission of the four most common
regulated air contaminants. The sulfur dioxide (SO') and Nitrogen oxide (NOx) emission
limits were not listed on prior Air Quality Control Permit 8831-AA001.

Please note that for the coal-fired boiler, the carbon monoxide (CO) emission limit is not
as restrictive as when burning refuse-derived fuel (RDF), used oil, or contaminated soil
(CS).

The coal-fired boilers were last source tested June 7-15, 1989. To verify continued
compliance of the boilers, the Department is requiring that a source test be conducted at
least once every five operating years. As the coal-fired boilers have operated for four
years after the 1989 source test, the boilers will have to be source tested at their
maximum capacity with RDF, used oil and CS, before the end of 1994.

The new operating permit program mandated by the Clean Air Act Amendment of 1990
requires the collection of fees, a portion of which may be based on the actual or
a!lowable emissions from the facility. The State is currently seeking statutory authority to
implement the new operating permit program, but the program will be administered by
the EPA if that effort fails. In either case, it is expected that the new operating permit
program will be in place by 1995. The current permit lists the total allowable emissions
from your facility in Exhibit B. 18 AAC 50.300(8) allows the owner or operator to request
physical or operational limitations in order to reduce the facility's allowable emissions. If
you wish to reduce the allowable emissions from your facility, please make such a
request in writing, specifying the physical or operational limits to be incorporated into the
permit.

Department regulations provide that if you disagree with this decision, you may request
an adjudicatory hearing in accordance with 18 AAC 15.200-910. The request should be
mailed to the Commissioner, Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation, 410
Willoughby Avenue, Suite 105, Juneau, AK 99801-1795, by certified mail, return receipt
requested. A copy of the request shall also be sent to the Northern Regional Office, 1001
Noble Street, Suite 350, Fairbanks, AK 99701-4980. Failure to submit a request within
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thirty days of service of this letter shall constitute a waiver of your right to administrative
review of the decision. In addition, any other person who disagrees with this decision
may request an adjudicatory hearing within thirty days of service of the enclosed permit.
Any hearing granted will be limited to issues related to the issuance of this permit.

If you have any questions on this permit, please contact Jack Coutts at this office.

Sincerely,

William D. McGee
Regional Environmental Supervisor

SL/blt I•q,•~~J

Enclosure: Permit 9331-AA001, App. III, Sec. IV.3, SAQCP

cc: Len Verrelli, ADEC/Juneau
Doug Dasher, ADEC/Fairbanks
Sally Torok, EPA/Juneau
Max Lyon, FNSB/Fairbanks
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DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION
NORTHERN REGIONAL OFFICE

1001 NOBLE STREET, SUITE 350
FAIRBANKS, AK 99701-4980

AIR QUALITY CONTROL PERMIT TO OPERATE

Permit 9331-AA001
Rescinds 8831-AA001 Date of Issuance:

The Department of Environmental Conservation, under authority of AS 46.03,
18 AAC 15, and 18 AAC 50, issues an Air Quality Control Permit to Operate to:

U.S. Air Force
343 Civil Engineering Squadron (AAC)

Elelson Air Force Base, AK 99702

for the operation of the Eielson Air Force Base power and heating plant, consisting of
six coal-fired bailers. This permit authorizes the operation of this facility only as
described in the original permit and modifications as requested in documentation listed
in Exhibit F, including the equipment listed in Exhibit A. Operation of the facility is
subject to each condition of this permit and each requirement set forth in Exhibits C
and D of this permit, and the emissions limits, standards, fuel specifications and
operating limits set forth in Exhibits A and B of this permit. Where the permit differs or
is more stringent than the regulations, the permit requirements apply.

LOCATION: Eielson Air Force Base, Alaska.

STANDARD CONDITIONS:

A. COMPLIANCE WITH AMBIENT STANDARDS & EMISSIONS STANDARDS,
LIMITS AND SPECIFICATIONS

1. Permittee shall comply with the State Ambient Air Quality Standards and
Increments established in State Air Quality Control Regulation 18 AAC 50.020.

2. Permittee shall comply with the most stringent of applicable emissions
standards, limits and specifications set out in State Air Quality Control
Regulation 18 AAC 50.050, 18 AAC 50.110, and Exhibit B of this permit.
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Air Quality Control Permit to Operate 9331-AAOO1
Elelson Air Force Base Power Plant
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B. OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS

3. Permittee shall install, maintain, and operate, in accordance with
manufacturer's procedures, fuel burning equipment, process equipment,
emission control devices, testing equipment and monitoring equipment to
provide optimum control of air contaminant emissions during all operating
periods.

4. This permit authorizes air contaminant emissions associated only with coal,
refuse derived fuel (RDF), used oil, or hydrocarbon contaminated soil in
Boilers #1-6; and only with #1 oil in the stand-by diesel generator.

a. Permittee is limited to burning up to 350,000 gallons of fuel oil per year
in the stand-by diesel generator.

b. Permittee shall offset any emissions from the stand-by generator with a
corresponding reduction in emissions from the coal-fired boilers, except
in extreme emergencies and routine maintenance runs not to exceed 12
hours in any three-month reporting period.

c. Permittee may co-fire with 30% or iess refuse derived fuel (RDF) in it's
coal-fired boilers. The Department requires testing when co-firing with
RDF, used oil or hydrocarbon contaminated soil, to ensure emissions
meet the specifications of Exhibit B.

d. The contaminated soil must not be a hazardous waste defined by
40 CFR 261.

5. Permittee shall control the following sources of fugitive dust to prevent release
of particulate matter beyond the facility boundary:

a. Material piles and roadways.
b. Coal and ash handling and transport systems.

6. Permittee may continue to use an off-gas flare to burn gases produced
during the operation of the vacuum extraction and treatability study
at Site 48 on Eielson Air Force Base.
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C. SOURCE TESTING REQUIREMENTS

7. Other source specific operating, testing, monitoring, or reporting
requirements may be specified in the permit and exhibits, such as:

a. Before the end of 1994, the permittee shall conduct a Source Tests on
one cod! boiler not equipped with a baghouse according to 40 CFR
Part (30, Appendix A, Methods I - 5 to ascertain the concentration and
mass emission rate of particulate matter for the various fuels. If RDF or
contaminated soil is co-fired, the source test must be conducted with the
RDF or contaminated soil in representative amounts.

b. Permittee shall conduct tests required by Condition 7(a) of this permit at
maximum design rate, or maximum anticipated operating rate.
Thereafter, permittee shall operate the boilers at a rate not greater than
that at which compliance was demonstrated during the required source
tests. A separate source test may be performed on boiler #4 with the
baghouse installed to ascertain its maximum operating rate. Until a
source test demonstrates compliance at a high firing rate, each coal-fired
boiler is limited to 100,000 pounds of steam/hr.

c. Permittee shall submit for approval a complete plan for conducting the
Source Test required by this permit to the Department's Northern
Regional Office, 30 days prior to each test.

d. Permittee shall submit the results of the tests required by Condition 7(a)
of this permit, in the format set out in Appendix III Section IV.3 of the
State Air Quality Control Plan to the Department's Northern Regional
Office, within 45 days following comnpletion of the individual tests.
Additional tests may be required if deemed necessary to ascertain
compliance with applicable standards and emission limits.

e. If any continuous monitor is malfunctioning or non-operable for three or
more consecutive days, permittee shall notify the Northern Regional
Office by telephone and in writing on the fourth day, indicating the cause
of the failure and 'anticipated time required to repair or replace the
instrument.
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D. REPORTING OF EXCESS EMISSIONS

8. Permittee shall notify the Department's Northern Regional Office by telephone
or fax promptly, but not later than 24 hours, of any equipment or process
failure which causes stack gas opacity to exceed 20% for more than
3-minutes in any one hour, or of any change from normal operating
conditions or any other unusual circumstance which may result in emissions
exceeding the limits or standards specified in this permit or regulations. The
notification shall include the nature of occurrence, the expected duration, and
a general description of the weather, and if applicable, the steps taken to
minimize emissions and avoid recurrence. A written report for all above
violations shall be submitted to the Northern Regional Office within five
working days of the incident. If a fax is sent within 24 hours, no written
report is required.

E. ACCESS TO FACILITY

9. Permittee shall provide access to the facility, at any reasonable time, to the
Department's representative, and any other person authorized or contracted
by the Department, in order to conduct an inspection or tests to determine
compliance with this permit and State environmental laws and regulations.
The Department representative will abide by all health and safety related rules
or procedures prescribed by the permittee while within the permitted facility.

F. PERIODIC REPORTING AND RECORDS MANAGEMENT

10. Permittee shall submit a Facility Operating Report as described in Exhibit E of
this permit to the Department's Northern Regional Office, by the 30th day of
January and of July each year, covering the previous six months of
operations. The metals and halocarbon content of used oil burned shall be
reported for the parameters listed in 40 CFR 279.11, and the volume burned
shall be reported in the semi-annual facility operating report.

11. Permittee shall maintain test results, monitoring instruments, recorder charts
and other applicable data necessary to determine compliance with this permit
in an active file for not less than one year, and have them accessible to the
Department's representative, on request, for not less than three years.
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12. Permittee shall maintain test results, monitoring instruments, recorder charts
and other applicable data necessary to determine compliance with this permit
in an active file for not less than three years, and have them accessible to the
Department's representative, during an inspection.

13. Permittee shall clearly display a copy uf this permit and keep a copy of the
State Air Quality Control Regulations 18 AAC 50 on file at the permitted facility
location.

G. CONTINUOUS MONITORING AND ROUTiNE TESTING REQUIREMENTS

14. When firing only coal, the permittee shall operate Boilers #1-6 so the exhaust
stack concentration of carbon monoxide does not exceed 400 parts per
million, dry, corrected to 7% oxygen, based on one-hour average
measurements by the Continuous Emission Monitor System required by
Condition 15. When firing Coal with RDF used oil or hydrocarbon
contaminated soil, the carbon monoxide concentration shall not exceed 100
parts per million, dry, corrected to 7 oxygen, based on one-hour average
measurements by the Continuous Emission Monitor System required by
Condition 15. The above carbon monoxide limits do not apply during startup,
upsets, shutdowns, soot blowing or pulling ash.

15. Permittee shall install, calibrate, operate, and maintain a continuous emission
monitoring system to measure and record the emissions of carbon monoxide
through the exhaust stack of boilers cc-firing RDF used oil, or hydrocarbon
contaminated soil, and the concentration of oxygen stipulated in Exhibit D.

16. Permittee shall certify each continuous emission monitoring system installed
as required by Condition 15 for comp!iance with the applicable procedures
set out in 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix S, Performance Specification 3 and 4
and submit a Comparison Report as part of the source test report required
by Condition 7. Any new CO or O2 monitoring system must be certified as
described by 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix B Performance Specification 3 and 4.

17. The new continuous monitor shall be installed, calibrated, certified, operated
and maintained consistent with the Performance Specification 1 set out in 40
CFR Part 60, Appendix B.

18. A quality assurance plan for the opacity, CO and 0, monitors must be
submitted for Department review before the December 31 1994. Where
applicable, the plan shall conform to 40 CFR 60, Appendix F.
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19. Permittee shall continuously monitor the flue gas opacity from each exhaust
stack for each quarter of operation, as stipulated in Exhibit C. One, twenty
minute opacity reading per boiler which operated that reporting quarter,
which does not have an operating opacity meter must be taken and
submitted to the Department.

20. Permittee shall continuously monitor the pressure drop across the baghouses
and record representative values for each baghouse each quarter, as
stipulated in Exhibit C.

This permit expires January 31, 1998, and may be suspended or revoked in
accordance with 18 AAC 50.310.

Dated: Z 53_ _ __ _ _ _ _

William D. McGee
." Regional Environmental Supervisor

Northern Regional Office
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Exhibit A

Source Inventory

Permittee is authorized under this permit to operate only the following equipment. The
design rating, capacity is set out in this Exhibit only for the purpose of aiding in the
identification of the equipment. Permittee must notify the Department prior to
installation of any new equipment of any size to determine the applicability of
regulatory requirements.

Design
Source Year Capacity Maximum Fuel

Identification Normal Installed Steam Rate Rate
Fuel

Boilers #1-4 Coal 1950 120 M lbs/hr 93,950 t/yr
Springfield per boiler

spreader-stroker

w/multiclone 1987*

Boilers #5 & #6 Coal 1954 120 M ibs/hr 93,950 t/yr
Garrette & Schafer per boiter

spreader-stroker
fired w/multiclone 1987* .......

Stand-by Oil 1987 2.5 MW/hr 350 M gal/yr **

Diesel Generator #1
EMD Electro-motor

* Original multiclones were installed at same time as boilers. They were replaced in

1987 with new ones.

** Based upon generator operating 20% of the year.
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EXHIBIT B

AIR CONTAMINANT EMISSION LIMITS, STANDARDS,
FUEL SPECIFICATIONS AND OPERATING LIMITS

Exhaust conditions shall be in accordance with the information submitted by the
permittee. Permittee shall operate each source in compliance with the applicable
emission standards specified by 18 AAC 50.050, and the emission limits, standards,
fuel specifications and operating limits listed below, whichever is most stringent.
Unless otherwise specified annual emissions are based upon the maximum fuel rate
from Exhibit A.

Operations and Performance-based Maximum Allowable
Air Contaminants Emission Limits/ Continuous Operation

Operating Limit Annual Emissions
Tons/Year

A. PARTICULATE MATTER 20% opacity not to be Boiler Emissions
exceeded more than three Computed from source
minutes in any one hour test flue gas flow rates

Boilers #1 - #6 Not to exceed 0.10 gr/dscf 130 of TSP per boiler'

Stand-by Diesel Generator Not to exceed 0.05 gr/dscf 1.5 of TSP rj
#1 AP-42 Emission Factor

1.5 g/kwh

B. FUEL SPECIFICATIONS SULFUR DIOXIDE LIMITS

Coal 500 ppm S02, three hour 490 of SO,"0
0.260/c sulfur, by weight average per boiler

Oil 500 ppm SO2, three hour 11.8 of SOr"'

0.09% sulfur, by weight average
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EXHIBIT B (Con't)

C. PRESSURE DROP
FOR BAGHOUSE

Baghouse Minimum pressure drop
and flow rate as

determined during source
test, necessary to maintain

air contaminant limits
stipulated in this Exhibit or

by manufacturer's
specifications if no source
test done on boilers with

baghouses

Operations and Performance-based Continuous Operation
Air Contaminants Emission Limits/ Max. Allowed Annual

Operating Limit Emissions Tons/Year

D. OXIDES OF NITROGEN

Coal AP-42 Ernission factor 660 of NO,•""
14 lb/tonl" per boiler

Oil AP-42 Emissionr factor 15 of NO,("1
15 g/kwhl_

E. CARBON MONOXIDE Computed from source
flue gas flow rates.

Coal not to exceed 400 ppm, 270 of CO""4
one hour average" per boiler

Oil AP-42 Emission factor 4.0 of CO "
3.9 g/kwh.

Coal with RDF or HC CO not greater than
Contaminated Soils 100 ppm, one hour avg.

(1) Stated as NO2

(2) Except during startup, upsets, shutdowns, soot blowing, or pulling ash.

(3) Any emissions from stand-by diesel generators shall be offset by a corresponding reduction in coal
fired boiler emissions, except in situations of extreme emergencies and routine running for
maintenance and tests not to exceed 12 hours In any three month reporting period.

(4) Subject to change based on future source tests.

(5) Based upon 18 AAC 50.050, source test exhaust flow rate, and 8,760 operating
hours per year at 100,000# steam/hour.
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EXHIBIT B (Con't)

Note: In issuing this permit, the total emissions of each air contaminant from all
existing pieces of equipment have been considered. ANY net change in
emissions must be considered when determining the applicability of
18 AAC 50.300(a)(6)(C) when any future modification or series of
modifications to this facility is proposed which would increase emissions
of a regulated air contaminant.
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Exhibit C

EMISSION TESTING REQUIREMENTS

Permittee shall conduct source tests and report the results as required by Condition 7
of this permit and as described in this exhibit. Alternative test methods may be
proposed. Testing procedures must be approved by the Department prior to the test
date.

Permittee shall install, calibrate, operate and maintain air contaminant emissions and
process monitoring equipment on the sources as described below and in documents
provided by the permittee, listed in Exhibit F. Instrument siting, operation and
maintenance procedures must be approved by the Department and conform to the
applicable sections of 18 AAC 50.520(a), and 40 CFR Part 60, Appendices B and F.

A Quality Assurance Plan must be developed for each monitor required by Conditions
14 and 15, conforming with 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix F, and The Quality Assurance
Handbook for Air Pollution Me.urement Sy.nts. Volume Ill, Sections 3.04, 3.07,
3.09, and 3.010 (EPA 600/4-77-027b).

An alternate emission monitoring plan may be proposed for approval by the
Supervisor of the Department's Northern Regional Office if it can be shown to
accurately ensure continuous compliance with the emission limits and permit
conditions.

Source Parameter and Unit of Test Method

Measure

Unit Effluent for each Boiler Particulate Matter (gr/dscf Reference Method 5
#1 - #6 and lb/hr) specified in 40 CFR, Part 60,

Appendix A.

Unit effluent for Boilers Carbon monoxide, CO (ppm Reference Method 10 as
co-firing RDF used oil corrected to 7% 02) specified in 40 CFR, Part 60,
and/or hydrocarbon Appendix A

contaminated soil

Unit effluent for each Boilers Oxygen, 02 Reference Method 3 as
#1 - #6 specified in 40 CFR, Part 60,

Appendix A

Baghouse Pressure Drop Manometer or Electronic
Gauge
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Exhibit 0

CONTINUOUS EMISSION AND PROCESS MONITORING
REQUIREMENTS

Permittee shall monitor and report process and emission parameters as prescribed in
this exhibit. Continuous monitoring equipment must be installed on the sources
described below. Instrument siting, operating, and maintenance procedures must be
approved by the Department and conform to 18 AAC 50.520. An alternate monitoring
plan may be proposed if it can be shown to ensure continuous compliance with the
emission limits specified in Exhibit B.

Parameter Method

Fuel Consumption Permittee shall install, operate and maintain in good
working order a continuous system for recording
and monitoring all fuel consumed in each boiler and
diesel generator.

Fuel Sulfur Content Permittee shall supply an analysis of each shipment
of each type of fuel received.

Carbon monoxide and Permnittee shall maintain and operate in good
oxygen for Boilers #1 - #6 working order a continuous system for recording

co-firing RDF used oil and monitoring carbon monoxide corrected to 7%
and/or hydrocarbon oxygen. Any new system shall be installed and

contaminated soil calibrated according to 40 CFR Part 60,
Appendix B, Performance Specification 3 and 4.

Opacity for Boiler as per Permittee shall install, maintain, and operate in
schedule in letter good working order a continuous system for

referenced in recording and monitoring opacity. Any new system
Exhibit F, #11. shall be installed and calibrated according to 40

CFR Part 60, Appendix B, Performance
Specification 1.
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Exhibit E

FACILITY OPERATING REPORT

A Facility Operating Report shall be submitted to the Department of Environmental
Conservation's Northern Regional Office semi-annually by the 30th day of January and
July each calendar year as required under Condition 10 of the permit This report
shall include the following information:

U.S. Air Force
343 Civil Engineering Squadron (AAC)

Elelson Air Force Base, AK 99702

1. Operations

Coal-Fired Boilers #1 - #6 For each boiler, number of days or hours per
each quarter.

Diesel Generator #1 Number of days or hours per each quarter.

2. Fuel Consumption Gallons and typ:3 of liquid fuel burned. Tons
of coal, and/or ;4DF, and/or contaminated
soils burned per each quarter

3. Baghouse Pressure Drop Report daily maximum, minimum and average
of the values for each quarter.

4. Fuel Quality

Coal Sulfur content and date of each fuel delivery.

Oil Sulfur content and date and volume of each
fuel delivery.

RDF Source and amount of each fuel delivery.

Contaminated Soils Water, hydrocarbon and halocarbon content.
Results of TCLP tests.

Used Oil Metals and halocarbon content listed in
40 CFR 279.11.

5. Describe any maintenance work or system modification which may have
improved the air contaminant emissions from the power plant and list date(s) of
operator inspections(s).
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Exhibit E (con't)

6. If not already reported per Condition 8, attach a table listing opacity and
duration or a copy of the opacity monitor charts when the boiler is supplying
steam when opacity exceeded 20% for more than three minutes in any one
hour. Provide a written explanation for the exceedance directly on the chart or
table. If already reported per Condition 8, attach a list of report dates and what
limit was exceeded by which boiler.

7. Attach one, twenty-minute opacity reading per boiler which does not have
an operating opacity meter.

8. Signature of authorized agent preceded by the statement: "I am familiar with the
information contained in this report and, to the best of my knowledge and belief,
such information is true complete and accurate.'
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Exhibit F

PERMIT APPLICATION DOCUMENTATION

1. Department of the Air Force Air Quality Control Permit to Operate application
dated December 17, 1977, and emissions information report OMB 158-R75 dated
February 2, 1976.

2. The Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation (ADEC) report of
"Particulate Matter and Sulfur Dioxide Emissions Source Test" for Eielson Air Force
Base's power plant dated May 14 and 15, 1981.

3. ADEC letter to U.S. Air Force Director, Engineering Energy and Environmental
Planning, Elmendorf Air Force Base, dated March 19, 1985, requesting a source
test at the Eielson Air Force Base power plant.

4. U.S. Air Force letter dated March 11, 1936, to ADEC stating "a source test will be
conducted..."

5. U.S. Air Force letter dated January 7, 1988, to ADEC requesting renewal of

Eielson's Air Quality Control Permit to Operate.

6. Air Quality Control Permit to Operate #8831-AA001 issued January 21, 1988.

7. Source test final report dated July 1989.

8. U.S. Air Force letter dated July 6, 1992, requesting modification to Air Quality
Control Permit to Operate #8831-AA001 to co-fire contaminated soils with coal.

9. Modification Air Quality Control Permit to Operate #8831-AA001 to allow test co-
firing of contaminated soils with coal dated July 15, 1992.

10. Modification to Air Quality Control Permit to Operate #8831-AA001 to permit flaring
at Site 48 dated August 24, 1992.

11 U.S. Air Force letter dated December 11, 1992, requesting renewal of Air Quality
Control Permit to Operate #8831-AA001.
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S-101
306:0501

ALASKA AIR QUALITY CONTROL REGULATIONS

(Alaska Administrative Code, Title 18, Environmental Conservation, Chapter 50 -

Air Quality Control; Effective May 26, 1972; Amended November 9, 1972; May 8, 1974;

May 4, 1980; November 1, 1982; October 30, 1983; June 7, 1987; June 2, 1988)

ARTICLE I. (5) nitrogen dioxide - annual arithine- grams per cubic meter;

PROGRAM STANDARDS tic mean of 100 micrograms per cubic (ii) 24-hour average of 91 micrograms

AND LIMITATIONS meter; per cubic meter more than once each year;
(6) reduced sulfur compounds, cx- or

50.010. APPLICABILITY OF LOCAL pressed as sulfur dioxide - 30-minute (iii) three-hour average of 512 micro-

GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS. A average of 50 micrograms per cubic meter grams per cubic meter more than once
local air quality control agency may es- more than once each year- and each year;
tablish the same or more stringent regula- (7) lead - quarterly arithmetic mean (3) for a Class III area
tions, but not less stringent regulations, of 1 5 micrograms per cubic meter. (A) particulate matter
as the applicabler (b) In areas where concentration (i) annual geometric mean of 37 micro-

contaminants in the ambient air are less grams per cubic meter; or

than the standards set out in (a) of this (ii) 24-hour average of 75 micrograms
50.020. AMBIENT AIR QUALITY section, the concentrations must be kept per cubic meter more than once each year;

STANDARDS. (a) The concentration of below those standards, and no increase and
contaminants in the ambient air, corrected above the baseline concentration may (B) sulfur dioxide
to standard conditions, may not exceed the exceed (i) annual arithmetic mean of 40 micro-

following: (I) for a Class I area grams per cubic meter;

(I) suspended particulate matter - (A) suspended particulate matter -(ii) 24-hour average of 182 micrograms

(A) annual geometric mean of 60 mi- (i) annual geometric mean of five mi- per cubic meter more than once each year;
or

crograms per cubic meter; or crograms per cubic meter; or (iii) three-hour average of 700 micro-
(B) 24-hour average of 150 micrograms (ii) 24-hour average of 10 micrograms grams per cubic meter more than once

per cubic meter more than once each year; per cubic meter more than once each year; each year.
(2) sulfur oxides, measured as sulfur and

dioxide - (B) sulfur dioxide - 50.021. STATE AIR QUALITY CLAS-
(A) annual arithmetic mean of 80 mi- (i) annual arithmetic mean of two mi- SIFICATIONS. (a) For purposes of classi-

crograms per cubic meter; crograms per cubic meter; fying areas according to air quality, those

(B) 24-hour average of 365 micrograms (ii) 24-hour average of five micrograms areas in nonattainment with the ambient

per cubic meter more than once each year; per cubic meter more than once each year; air quality s'andards of this Chapter are

or or (I) Anchorage urban area for carbon

(C) three-hour average of 1300 micro- (iii) three-hour maximum of 25 micro- monoxide; and
grams per cubic meter more than once grams per cubic meter more than once (2) Fairbanks and North Pole urban

each year; each year; areas for carbon monoxide.
(3) carbon monoxide - (2) for a Class If area (b) For purposes of the ambient air

(A) eight-hour average of 10 milligrams (A) particulate matter - quality standards specified in 18 AAC

per cubic meter more than once each year; (i) annual geometric mean of 19 micro- 50.020(b)
or grams per cubic meter, or (I) Class I areas in the state are

(B) one-hour average of 40 milligrams (ii) 24-hour average of 37 micrograms (A) Denali (Mt. McKinley) National

per cubic meter more than once each year; per cubic meter more than once each year; Park;
(4) ozone - one-hour average of 235 and (B) that portion of Bering Sea National

micrograms per cubic meter expected (B) sulfur dioxide - Wildlife Refuge designated as a National
more than once per year; (i) annual arithmetic mean of 20 micro- Wilderness Area;
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(C) that portion of Simeonof National (3) reasonable procedures and require- (c) Emissions of particulate matter
Wildlife Refuge designated as a National ments must be established by the person from municipal wastewater treatment
Wilderness Area; and doing the burning to minimize adverse plant sludge incinerators which sere

(D) that portion of Tuxedni National environment effects and limit the amount 10.000 or more persons and burn waste
Wildlife Refuge designated as a National of smoke generated. containing more than 10 percent
Wilderness Area; (c) Open burning or incineration of pes- wastewater treatment plant sludge by dry

(2) those areas of the state not classified ticides, halogenated organic compounds, -eight, may not exceed 0.65 grams per
in (a) of this section, or (I) or (3) of this cyanic compounds, or polyurethane pro- kilogram of dry sludge input.
subsection are classified as Class II; and ducts in a way that gives off toxic or acidic 50.050 INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES

(3) no areas in the state have been gases or particulate matter is prohibted. AND FUEL BURNING EQUIPMENT.
classified as Class Ill. (d) Open burning of putrescible gar- (a) Visible emissions, excluding condensed

(c) For purposes of preventing impair- bage, animal carcasses, or petroleum- water vapor, from an industrial process or
ment of visibility, the designated areas are based materials is prohibited if it causes fuel burn eromen may proce

(I) Mt. Deborah and the Alaska Range ordor or black smoke which has an ad- fuel burning equipment may not reducevisibility through the exhaust effluent by
East, as viewed from approximately the verse effect on nearby persons or (I) greater than 20 percent for a total of
Savage River Campground area; residences. more than three minutes in an) one hour.

(2) Mt. McKinley, Alaska Range, and (e) Controlled burning for the manage- exce anoted in 2 n8 of his
the Interior Lowlands, as viewed from the ment of forest land, vegetative cover, fish- xcept as noted in (2) - (8) of this
vicinity of Wonder Lake; and cries, or wildlife habitat, other than burn- subsection;

(3) the Class I areas listed in (b)(1) of ing to combat a natural wildfire, requires than three minutes in any one hour for
this section. written approval from the department. fuel burning equipment in operation be.

(d) For purposes of maintaining the (f) Open burning is prohibited in an fore November 1, 1982 and using more
ambient air quality standards set out in 18 area if an air quality advisory by the
AAC 50.020(a), the Mendenhall Valley of department is broadcast on radio or televi- than 20 percent woodwast: as fuel;
Juneau is a wood smoke control area. sion stating that burning is not permitted prilling towers in operaten before Jure a

in that area for that day. This advisory 1972. for a total of more than three min-
will be based on a determination that

there is or is likely to be inadequate air

50.030. OPEN BURNING. (a) Open ventilation to maintain the standards set (4) 20 percent or greater for an asphalt

burning must achieve maximum combus- by 18 AAC 50.020. plant constructed or modified after June

tion efficiency throughout the burning pe- (g) Open burning is prohibited in wood (5) 20 percent or greater for process

riod, and is subject to the exception in (e) smoke control areas identified :n 18 AAC emissions, other than from pneumatic
of this section, the limitations in (b), (c), 50.021(d) between November I and cleaners, at coal preparation facilities in-
(d). and (f) of this section. and 18 AAC March 31. stalled or modified after November I,
50.110. 50.040. INCINERATORS. (a) Visible 1982;

(b) Open burning of asphalts, rubber emissions, excluding condensed water va- (6) 10 percent or greater for pneumatic
products, plastics, tars, oils, oily wastes, por, from an incinerator may not reduce cleaners at coal preparation facilities in-
contaminated oil cleanup materials, or visibility through the exhaust effluent by stalled or modified after November 1.
other materials in a way that gives off (I) greater than 20 percent for a total of 1982;
black smoke is prohibited without written more than three minutes in any one hour, (7) 10 percent or greater for process
approval from the department. Approved except as provided in (2) of this subsec- emissions, other than from kilns, at port-
open burning is subject to the following tion, or land cement plants installed or modified
limitations: (2) 20 percent or greater for municipal after November 1, 1982: and

(I) controlled fires for training fire wastewater treatment plant sludge incin- (8) 20 percent or greater for kilns at
fighters must be advertised through news erators. portland cement plants installed or modi-
media in the general area of the activity at (b) Emissions of particulate matter fled after November 1, 1982.
least three days before the activity, in- from incinerators may not exceed, per cu- (b) Particulate matter emitted from an
forming the public of the time, place, and bic foot of exhaust gas corrected to 12 industrial process or fuel burning equip-
purpose of the fire, unless waived by the percent CO, and standard conditions, and ment may not exceed, per cubic foot of
department; except as specified in (c) of this section exhaust gas corrected to standard

(2) open burning of liquid hydrocarbons (1) 0.15 grains for incinerators less than conditions
produced during oil or gas well flow tests 2,000 pounds, but greater than or equal to (I) 0.05 grains except as provided in (2)
will be approved only if there are no prac- 1,000 pounds per hour rated capacity; or - (5) of this subseccton, (d) of this sec-
tical means available to recycle, reuse,or (2) 0.08 grains from incinerators of tion. and 18 AAC 50.060;
dispose of the fluids in a more environ- 2,000 pounds per hour rated capacity or (2) 0.1 grains for a steam generating
mentally acceptable way; and larger. plant burning as fuel
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(A) coal, and in operation before July 1, fuel gas and other fuels to the total fuel 50.080. [Repealed]
1972; burned in fuel burning equipment; or 50.085. WOOD-FIRED HEATING

(B) coal, and rated less than 250 million (iii) 500 ppm from all other fuel burn- DEVICES. For wood-fired heating
Btu per hour heat input, or ing equipment; devices,

(C) municipal wastes; (3) at a coal preparation facility (1) when an air quality alert is issued
(3) 0.1 grains for an industrial process (A) thermal drying unit, 70 milligrams under 18 AAC 50 610(a)(I)(B) for partic-

in operation before July 1, 1972; of particulate matter per cubic meter of ulate matter within a specific area, except
(4) 0.15 grains for fuel burning equip- exhaust gas at standard conditions; and areas set out in (3) of this section, visible

ment in operation before November 1 (B) pneumatic coal cleaning unit, 40 emissions at the point of release to the
1982, and using more than 20 percent milligrams of particulate matter per cubic atmosphere may not reduce visibility
woodwaste as fuel; or meter of exhaust gas at standard condi- through the exhaust effluent by 50 percent

(5) 0.04 grams for an asphalt plant tions; and or Rreater for more than 15 minutes in any
constructed or modified after June 11. (4) at a portland cement plant une hour;
1973: (A) clinker cooler, 0.050 kilograms of (2) burning in a way that creates black
pressed as sulfur dioxide, from an indus- particulate matter per 1000 kilograms of smoke is prohibited: and

apressed assulfurdior i, from fl unind feed on a dry' basis to the kiln; and (3) for wood smoke control areas identi-
mntral processnorro m fuel b g m equip- (B) kiln, 0.15 kilograms of particulate fled in 18 AAC 50.021(d)
ment may not exceed 500 ppm averaged matter per 1000 kilograms of feed on a (lA) visible emissions at the point of
provided in (d) of this section, and 18 dry basis. release to the atmosphere may not reduce
AACvid i0 (',e) Release of materials other than pro- visibility throLgh the exhaust effluent by
AAC 50.060. Cce's emissions, products of combustion, or 50 percent or greater for more than 15

(d) Emissions from a source installed or materials introduced to control pollutant minutes in any one hour; and

modified after November 1. 1982 may not emissions from a stack at a source built or (B) when an air emergency has been

exceed modified after November i, 1982 is pro- issued under 18 AAC 50.610 (a)(3)(D),

(I) repealed 6-2-88; hibited unless approved in writing by the no person may operate, permit, or allow

department. the operation of a wood-fired heating de-
(2) at a petroleum refinery (f) No person may cause or permit bulk vice which results in the emission of

(A) catalytic cracking unit catalyst materials to be handled, transported, or smoke.

regenerator stored, or engage in an industrial activity 50.090. ICE FOG LIMITATIONS.
(i) 1.0 kilogram of particulate matter or construction project without taking rea- The department will, in its discretion,

per 1,000 kilograms of coke burnoff; sonable precautions to prevent particulate require any person proposing to build or
(ii) 43.0 additional grams of particulate matter from becoming airborne. operate an industrial process, fuel burning

matter per million joules supplemental equipment or incinerator in areas of poten-

heat attributable to fuels burned in a cata- 50.060. PULP MILLS. Average emis- tial ice fog, to obtain a permit to operate

lyst regenerator waste heat boiler; and sions per ton of pulp produced from a and to reduce water emissions.

(iii) 500 prm carbon monoxide by vol- sulfite pulp mill may not exceed in any 24-
hour period 50.100. MARINE VESSELS. Within

umelof excaust gas; (1) 20 pounds of sulfur oxides (ex- three miles of the coastline of Alaska, visi-
(B) sulfur recovery plant rated at more pressed as sulfur dioxide) from blow pits, ble emissions from any marine vessel, ex-

than 20 long tons per day washer vents, storage tanks, digester relief cluding condensed water vapor, may not
reiul250nppmrsufuriodioxideibatizerohper-

cent oxygen on a dry basis; or systems, and recovery systems; and result in a reduction of visibility through
(ii) 10 ppm hydrogen sulfide and a total (2) two pounds of particulate matter the exhaust effluent of greater than

of 300 ppm reduced sulfur compounds, from blow pits, washer vents, storage (1) 40 percent for a period or periods
expressed as sulfur dioxide, at zero per- tanks, digester relief systems. and recovery aggregating more than three minutes in
cent oxygen on a dry basis, if the air systems. any one hour, except as provided in (2) of
contaminants are not oxidized before re- this section; and
lease to the atmosphere; and 50.070. MOTOR VEHICLE (2) 40 percent for a period or periods

(C) fuel burning equipment, sulfur EMISSIONS. (a) Emissions from gas- aggregating more than six minutes in any
dioxide averaged over three hours oline-powered motor vehicles, excluding one hour during initial startup of diesel-

(i) equal to the concentration of uncon- condensed water vapor, may not be visible driven vessels.
trolled emissions which would result from for more than any flve consecutive
burning fuel gas containing 230 milli- seconds. 50.110. AIR POLLUTION
grams hydrogen sulfide per dry standard (b) Visible emissions from diesel- PROHIBITED. No person may permit
cubic meter, from equipment burning fuel powered motor vehicles, excluding con- any emission which is injurious to human
gas: densed water vapor, may not result in a health or welfare, animal or plant life, or

(ii) a calculated concentration based on reduction of visibility of greater than 40 property, or which would unreasonably in-
the allowable emissions in (i) and (iii) of percent through the exhaust effluent for terfere with the enjoyment of life or
this subparagrapl. and the proportion of more than any five consecutive seconds, property.
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50.120 - 50.190. [Repealed] (xvi) carbon black plant (furnace (iv) particulate matter - 25 tpy:
ARTICLE 2. process), (v) ozone - 40 tpy of volatile organic

PERMIT REQUIREMIENTS (xvii) primary lead smelter; compounds as an ozone indicator,

50.300. PERMIT TO OPERATE. (a) (xviii) fuel conversion plant; (vi) lead - 0 6 tpy;

No person may construct, modify, recon- (xix) sintering plant; (vii) asbestos - 0 007 tpy;
stuct, operate, or cause the operation of (xx) secondary metal production plant; (viii) beryllium - 0.0004 tpy;

the following without a permit from the (xxi) chemical process plant; (ix) mercury - 0.1 tpy;

department: (xxii) fossil fuel boiler or a combination (x) vinyl chloride - or' tpy:

(I) a facility containing a source which of boilers totaling more than 250 million (xi) fluorides - three tp:

requires an air contaminant emission con- ,3tus per hour heat input; (xii) sulfuric acid mist - seven tp):
trol unit or system to comply with emis- (xxiii) petroleum storage and transfer (xiii) hydrogen sulfide (H:S) - 10 tpy;
sion standards set by 18 AAC 50.040-IS unit w,%ith a total storage capacity exceed- (Xiv) tot.dl reduced sulfur including H.S
AAC 50.060. and which is ing 300,000 barrels; - 10 tpy;

(A) an industrial process with a total (xxiv) taconite ore processing plant; (xv) reduced sulfur compounds includ-
design rate, capacity, or throughput great- (xxv) glass fiber processing plant; or ing H:S - 10 tpy;

er than five tons per hour and which (xxvi) charcoal production plant; (xvi) increased emissions of a pollutant
physically or chemically treats the materi- (B) which is listed in (A) of this para- regulated by the Clean Air Act (PL 91-
al; or graph, with allowable emissions of greater 604) as amended August 7, 1977 (PL 95-

(B) fuel-burning equipment with a rat- than 100 tons per year of a regulated air 95) and not listed in (6)(C)()-(jv) of this

ing of 50 million Btu per hour or greater; contaminant and is modified after August subsection: or

(2) fuel-burning equipment with a rat- 7. 1977, causing an increase in allowable (xvii) notwithstanding (i) through (xvi),
ing of 100 million Btu per hour or more; emissions of 100 tons per year or more; or if located within 10 kilometers of an area

(3) an incinerator with a rated capacity (C) which is listed in (A) of this para- listed in 18 AAC 50.021(b)(1) with in-
of 1,000 pounds per hour or more; graph with allowable emissions of greater creased emissions that impact the area by

(4) a facility subject to the standards than 100 tons per year of a regulated air I ug/m' or more for a 24-hour average:
set by 18 AAC 50.040(c), 18 AAC contaminant and is modified after August (7) a source or facility installed, recon-
50.050(a)(5), 18 AAC 50.050(a)(7). or 18 7, 1980, or after the date of the most structed, or modified after July 1, 1979 or
AAC 50.050(d); recent permit issued to the facility under after the date of the most recent permit

(5) a facility 18 AAC 50.400(c)(3), causing an increase issued to the facility since November 1,
(A) which has allowable emissions of in actual emissions equal to or exceeding 1982, under 18 AAC 50.400(c)(4). locat-

100 tons per year or more of an air conta- the emissions listed in (6)(C)(i) - (xvii) ed within an area identified in 18 AAC
minant regulated under the Clean Air Act of this subsection; 50.021(a), and causing an increase in ac-
(P.L. 91-604) as amended August 7, 1977 (6) a facility not listed in (5) of this tual or allowable carbon monoxide emis-
(P.L. 95-95). is installed after November subsection sions, whichever is greater, from the
I, 1982. and is a (A) which has allowable emissions of source or facility of 100 tons per year or

(i) fossil fuel fired steam electric plant 250 tons per year or more of an air conta- more: or
of more than 250 million Btu's per hour minant regulated under the Clean Air Act (8) a facility or modification to a facili-
heat input; (P.L. 91-604) as amended August 7, 1977 ty for which the owner or operator has

(ii) coal cleaning plant (with thermal (P.L. 95-95), and is installed after No- requested that the department approve
dryers); vember 1. 1982; limitations of emission rates or operations

(iii) kraft pulp mill; (B) which has allowa'jle emissions of to reduce emissions to levels below those
(iv) portland cement plant; less than 250 tons per year of a regulated specified in this chapter.
(v) primary zinc smelter; air contaminant and is modified after Au- (b) An application for a permit required
(vi) iron and steel mill plant; gust 7, 1977, causing an increase in al- by (a) of this section must include
(vii) primary aluminum ore reduction lowable emissions of 250 tons per year or (1) one set of plans and specifications

plant; more; or clearly showing the layout of the proposed
(viii) primary copper smelter; (C) which has allowable emissions of facility, location of individual equipment
(ix) municipal incinerator capable of more than 250 tons per year of a regulated and points of discharge, building dimen-

charging more than 250 tons of refuse per air contaminant and which is modified sions. and stack heights;
day; after August 7, 1980, or after the date of (2) a map or aerial photograph, on a

(x) hydrofluoric, sulf, 'ic. or nitric acid the most recent permit issued to the facil- scale at least one inch to one mile. indicat-
plant; ity under 18 AAC 50.400(c)(3). causing ing the location of the proposed facility,

(xi) petroleum refinery; an increase in actual emissions equal to or homes, buildings. roads, and other adja-
(xii) lime plant; exceeding any of the following: cent facilities, and the general topography
(xiii) phosphate rock processing plant; (i) carbon monoxide - 100 tpy; within 15 kilometers of the facility;
(xiv) coke oven battery; (ii) nitrogen oxides - 40 tpy; (3) an engineering report outlining the
(xv) sulfur recovery plant; (iii) sulfur dioxide - 40 tpy; proposed methods of operation, the
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amount of material to be processed, the (1) proof that emissions of a pollutant AAC 50.300(a)(5). (6). or (7); for a facil.
proposed use and distribution of the pro- for which the area is declared in nonat- ity with a stack described in 18 AAC
cessed material, and a process flow dia- tainment will not exceed the applicable 50.900(23)(C); or for any other facility for
gram with description showing points of emission allowance, and will be controlled which the department finds that addition-
emission and estimated amounts and types to a rate which represents the lowest al public review and comment is desirable,
o0 air contaminants to be emitted; achievable emission rate; and an opportunity for public comment and

(4) a description of air quality control (2) proof that other sources owned or hearing will be provided using the follow-
devices, including efficiency and other de- operated by the applicant within the state ing procedures:
sign criteria, and assurances that this are in compliance with the requirements
equipment is capable of complying with of this chapter and the Clean Air Act
applicable emission requirements specified (P.L. 91-604) as amended August 7, 1977 (I) at least 30 days before beginning
in this chapter, (P.L. 95-95). review under (b) of this section a sum-

(5) if requested by the department, an (e) A permit application submitted un- mary of the department's preliminary re-
evaluation of the effect of the facility's der (a)(8) of this section need not include view and analysis of the application will be
expected maximum emissions on the am- the information required under (b) and (c) published in a newspaper of general circu-

bient air, including ambient air quality of this section, but must specify the limita- lation within the area where the new or
and meteorological data: tions on emission rates or operations nec- modified facility is to be located. The

(6) if requested by the department, essary to exempt the facility from 18 AAC analysis will be sent to the Environmentalplans for emission reduction procedures to 50.300(a)(5) - (7) or any other require- Protection Agency, and any federal landbe used during an air episode; and ment of this chapter. manager, Indian governing body on a res-
ervation, or unit of local government

(7) a detailed schedule for construction (f) If a permit application is deficient, which may be affected by emissions from
or modification of the facility, the department will notify the applicant the proposed activity; materials submitted

(c) A permit application for a facility by certified mail within 30 days after by the applicant and a copy of the pro-
subject to (a)(5) or (a)(6) of this section receipt of the application, identifying the posed permit will be available in at least
must include the following information, in deficiencies and the information to be sub- one location within the area of the new or
addition to that required under (b) of this mitted. When the deficiencies are correct- modified facility;
section, for each air contaminant emitted ed, the department will continue process- (2) the department, upon its own mo-
at a rate greater than an emission rate ing the application.
described in IS .\AC SO.300(a)(6)(C)(i)- in h plcto.tion, or upon request, will hold a public

(g) Fugitive emissions must be included hearing on the application following the(xvii): in the calculation of allowable emissions to procedures set out in 18 AAC 15.060(d)
(I) ambient air and meteorological data determine if any of the following is subject -(g); 60 days notice of a hearing will be

to fully describe the air quality in the to (a)(5) or (a)(6) of this section: sent to any affected federal land manager
vicinity of the proposed facility and any (I) a facility listed in (a)(5)(A) of this under 18 AAC 50.021(c); and
changes in air quality due to general section: or (3) public comments and testimony re-
growth wh;ch has occurred after the es- (2) a facility that belongs to a source ceived on the application will be evaluated
tablishment of the baseline date in the category which, as of August 7. 1980, is as part of the information needed to com-
area the facility or modification would regulated under 42 U.S.C. 7411 (new plete evaluation of the permit application,
affect; department approval of the air source performance standards) or 42 and will be made available to the public.
monitoring network is required before L.S.C. 7412 (emission standards for haz-
starting data collection: ardous air pollutants) of the Clean Air (b) The department will review a permit

(2) a detailed demonstration that the Act, as amended as of August 7. 1977. application and will, in its discretion, issue
expected maximum emissions from the Editor's Note: A complete list of the the permit within 30 days after receipt of
construction and operation of the facility, source categories for which fugitive emis- all information needed to complete evalua-
.ncluding emissions from associated sion, mut be included in the calculation tion of the application, including testimo-
growth, will not cause a violation, or con- of allowable emissions is in the State Air ny at a public hearing held under (a) of
tribute to an existing violation, of the am- Quality Control Plan, which is incorporat- this section. For applications subject to (a)
bient air quality standards in 18 AAC ed by referencce into this chapter by 18 of this section, a copy of the final determi-
50.020(a) or allowable increments in 18 AAC 50.620. nation will be published and distributed as
AAC 50.020(b); described in (a)( I) of this section.

(3) an adequate demonstration that the 50.310. REVOCATION OR SUSPEN-
proposed emission control system repre- SION OF PERMIT. A permit to operate (c) The department will issue a permit
sents the best available control technology will, in the department's discretion, be only if the applicant shows that
for each air contaminant and for each new revoked or suspended if the conditions of (I) allowable emissions from the facility
or modified source: and the permit or applicable laws or and from associated growth will not pre-

(4) an analysis of the impact of expect- regulations are violated, vent or interfere with the attainment or

ed maximum emissions from the facility, maintenance of ambient air quality stan-

including emissions from associated ARTICLE 3. dards set by 18 AAC 50.020(a);

growth, on visibility. vegetation, and soils. PERMIT REVIEW CRITERIA
(d) A permit application for a facility (2) air contaminant emissions from a

subject to (a)(7) of this section must in- 50.400. APPLICATION REVIEW source in the facility will not exceed the
elude the following information in addi- AND ISSUANCE OF PERMIT TO OP- requirements of 18 AAC 50.040 - 18
tion to that required under (b) of this ERATE. (a) Before review under (b) of AAC 50.060 and 18 AAC 50.110 and are
section: this section for a facility described in 18 approvable by the Environmental Protec-
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tion Agency under the federal new source maintain monitoring equipment; to sample characterize the actual discharge into the

performance standards or emission stan- emissions according to methods prescribed ambient air.
dards for hazardous air pollutants; by the department, at locations and inter- (d) Demonstration b,, s5,urc- testing of

(3) for a facility subject to 18 AAC vals and by procedures specified by the compliance with the requirements of IS
50.300(a)(5) or (6), department; to provide source test reports; AAC 50.040(a)( )) and (b)(2) for an in-

(A) the best available control technol- to provide monitoring data, emission data, cinerator greater than 4,100 pounds per

ogy for controlling emissions of each pol- and information from analyses of any test hour, I AAC 50.050ta)(1) for a catal)st

lutant will be installed and used for each samples; and to make periodic reports on cracking unit catalyst regenerator, 18

new or modified source; process operations and emissions; AAC 50.040(c), 18 AAC 50 050(a)(4) -

(B) in an area designated in 18 AAC (4) will, for an application submitted (8,. 18 AAC 50.050(b)(2), or 18 AAC

50.021(b) as in attainment with ambient under 18 AAC 50.300(a)(8). include spe- 50,050(d), must bc done at the maximum

air quality standards set by 18 AAC cific limitations on emissions or operations operating or production rate %%ithin 180

50.020(a), allowable emissions from the as necessary to exempt the facility from da,.s after startup of a ne• or modified

facility and from associated growth will 18 AAC 50.300(a)(5) - (7) or any other source. Source test methods specified in

not requirement of this chapter; 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A, as

(i) cause or contribute to an increase in (5) will, in the department's discretion, amended through July I. 1987, or their

air contaminants greater than specified in require that specific emission reduction equivalent, must be used as follovws:

18 AAC 50.020(b); or procedures be taken during an air episode; (I) for emissions of particulate matter,
(ii) cause an increase of carbon monox- and procedures specified in reference methods

ide more than 500 ug/m' eight-hour aver- (6) may not be transferred without the I, 2. 3, 4, and 5;
age or 2000 ug/m' one-hour average with- written consent of the regional supervisor. (2) for emission of carbon monoxide,
in any area specified in 18 AAC (e) If an application for a permit is procedures specified in reference method

50.021(a); and denied, the department will notify the ap- 10;
(C) allowable emissions from the facili- plicant by certified mail, stating the rea- (3) for emissions of sulfur dioxide, pro-

ty and from associated growth will not sons for denial. The notification will in- cedures specified in reference methods 1,
adversely affect air quality related values, clude a statement that a person aggrieved 2, and 6;
including noise, odor, visibility, vegetation, by the department's decision may request (4) for emissions of reduced sulfur corn-
and soils of any area within the state; and in adjudicatory hearing within 30 days pounds, procedures specified in reference

(:) fcr a fScHlity subject to 18 AAC after service of the denial under 18 AAC method 15;
50.300(a)( 7), 15.200 - 18 AAC 15.310. For applica- (5) for hydrogen sulfide content of pro-

(A) emissions will not exceed the emis- tions subject to (a) of this section, a copy cess fuel gas streams, procedures specified
sion allowance in the applicable nonattain- of the final determination will be pub- in reference method II; and
ment area; lished and distributed as described in (6) for visible emissions, procedures

(B) the lowest achievable emission rate (a)(1) of this section. specified in reference method 9.
will be achieved for each new or modified (e) If the provisions in (d) of this sec-

source; and 50.410. [Repealed] tion do not apply, then compliance with

(C) other sources owned or operated by ARTICLE 4. emission standards must be measured by
the applicant within the state are in corn- REGULATION COMPLIANCE the following:
pliance with requirements of this chapter CRITERIA (I) for emissions of particulate matter,
and the Clean Air Act (P.L. 91-604) as procedures specified in reference methods
amended August 7, 1977 (P.L. 95-95). 50.500. SOURCE TESTING. (a) Ex- I. 2, 3, 4, and 5 of Appendix A to 40

(d) A permit to operate cept as provided in (d) of this section, the C.F.R. Part 60 as amended through July

(I) will be granted for no more than five department will, in its discretion, conduct I. 1987;
years, after which the permit must be or have conducted air contaminant emis- (2) for emissions of sulfur dioxide, pro-

renewed for continued operation of the sion tests to determine compliance with cedures specified in reference methods !,
facility; this chapter. 2. and 6 of Appendix A to 40 C.F.R. Part

60, as amended through July I, 1987; and
(2) will include a compliance schedule if (b) Testing to determine compliance (3) to determine the reduction of visibil-

the facility is emitting air contaminants in with this chapter must be by methods ity from exhaust gases, the procedures
excess of applicable limitations contained approved by the department and done at a specified in the department document en-
in this chapter, based on the minimum point or points which characterize the ac- titled "Alaska Air Quality Visible Emis-
time necessary to install the required con- tual discharge into the ambient air. sions Evaluation Procedures" in the state
trol equipment; a permit which includes a
compliance schedule must be renewed ev- (c) Except as provided in (d) of this Air Quality Control Plan. which is incor-

cry year of its duration; section, air contaminant emission tests porated by reference into this chapter by

must be done at maximum rated burning or 18 AAC 50.620.

(3) will, in the department's discretion, operating capacity of the unit, or other (f) To determine compliance with this
require the permittee to install, use, and rate determined by the department to chapter, standard exhaust gas volumes
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must include only the gases formed from AAC 50.040(b)(2), 18 AAC 50.040(c). 50.021(b)(1) of this chapter will not be
theoretical combustion of the fuel, plus the or 18 AAC 50.050(d) shall install, main- reclassified; and
excess gas volume normal for the specific tain, and operate continuous emission and (2) the following areas may be reclassi-
source type, corrected to standard process monitoring devices, keep records, fled only to Class I or II;
conditions. and report excess emissions in accordance (A) an area which exceeds 10.000 acres

50.510. AMBIENT ANALYSIS with procedures established in 40 CFR in size and is a national monument, na-
METHODS. (a). Air quality data and sec. 60 as amended through November I. tional primitive area, national preserve,
analyses submitted in support of a permit 1983. national recreation area, national wild and

application must comply with procedures (c) The department will, in its discre- scenic river, national wildlife refuge or

set out in the department document enti- lion, require the owner or operator of an range, or national lakeshore or seashore;
tled "ADEC Ambient Analysis Proce- air contaminant source to keep records and

dures" in the State Air Quality Control and periodically report on the nature and (B) a national park or national wilder-

Plan, which is incorporated by reference amount of emissions as necessary to deter- ness area established after August 7, 1977

into this chapter by 18 AAC 50.620. mine compliance with this chapter. which exceeds 10,000 acres; and

(b) Continuous ambient air monitoring 50.530. CIRCUMVENTION. (a) Use (3) land within the exterior boundaries

is required in support of a permit applica- of air for dilution of emission contamin- of reservations of federally recognized In-

tion submitted under 18 AAC ants without causing a total decrease in dian tribes may be redesignated only by

50.300(a)(5) or (6) for each pollutant the contaminants is not permitted as a the appropriate Indian governing lrdy.

which exceeds the limitations described in method of compliance with this chapter, (b) Reclassification will be initiated by

18 AAC 50.300(a)(6)(C)(i) - (xvii) unless except that dilution air may be used at the department on its own motion, or upon

the existing concentrations or the predict- sulfur recovery plants with a maximum receipt of a petition for reclassification

ed ambient air quality impacts are less production rate of 20 long tons per day or containing

than less to achieve compliance with the 500 (I) detailed reasons why reclassification

(I) carbon monoxide - 575 ug/ml, ppm sulfur dioxide requirement in 18 is requested and is in the best interests of

8-hour average; AAC 50.050(c). the public;

(2) nitrogen dioxide - 14 ug/m3 , an- (b) A person owning or operating a (2) an accurate description of the pro-

nual average; facility emitting air contaminants subject posed boundaries of the area and the air

(3) total suspended particulates - to the limitations and provisions of this -quality within it;

10 ug/m', 24-hour average; chapter shall ensure that the facility is in (3) a detailed evaluation of emission

(4) sulfur dioxide - 13 ug/m 3 , compliance with this chapter and any oth- and ambient air quality effects of any
24-hour average; er applicable- local, state, or federal law. proposed new or modified facility;

(5) ozone -any increase in allowable (c) Stack heights which exceed good (4) an evaluation of the effects of any

or actual volatile organic compounds emis- engineering practice, or dispersion tech- proposed new or modified facility on air

sions of 100 tons per year or more; niques, may not be used to affect the quality within other areas classified under

(6) lead - 0.1 ug/m ], quarterly degree of emission limitation required for 18 AAC 50-021;

average; control of air contaminants. (5) a detailed analysis of the health, en-
(7) mercury - 0.25 ug/mi, 24-hour (d) No person may construct, operate, vironmental, economic, social, and energy

average; or modify an air contaminant emission effects of the proposed reclassification;
(8) beryllium - 0.001 ug/ml. source which will result in a violation of and

24--hour average; the applicable emission standards or will (6) if an area proposed for reclassifica-
(9) fluorides - 0.25 ug/m', 24-hour interfere with the attainment or mainte- tion includes or is part of a local govern-

average. nance of the ambient air standards of this ment jurisdiction
(10) vinyl chloride - 15 ug/ml, chapter.

24-hour average; and (A) a resolution recommending

(11) hydrogen sulfide- 0.2 ug/, reclassification and adopted by each

I-hour average, affected unit of local government; and

50.520. EMISSION AND AMBIENT ARTICLE 5. (B) evidence that the resolution required

MONITORING. (a) Operators of facili- PROCEDURAL AND under (A) of this paragraph was adopted

ties requiring a permit under 18 AAC ADMINISTRATIVE after public hearing with at least 15 days'

50.300 shall install, maintain, and operate prior notice published in a newspaper of

continuous ambient air quality, meteoro- 50.600. RECLASSIFICATION general circulation.

logical, process, or emission monitoring PROCEDURES AND CRITERIA. (a) (c) The department will review the peti-
and recording devices specified by the de- The department will, in its discretion, tion for reclassification within 30 days
part.m.e: and in accordance with 40 CFR periodically review and revise the air quali- after receipt and will accept it for consid-
sec. 58~, Appendix B, as amended through ty classifications within the state after erareceipt an illact it foriconsid-sec.58,AppedixB, a amndedthrughnotice and public hearing, except that eration if it satisfactorily describes the

November 1, 1983. circumstances behind the proposed reclas-
(b) Operators of facilities subject to 18 (I) the areas identified in 18 AAC sification and meets the requirements of
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(b) or this section. Within 10 days after (2) reclassification will not cause or con- per cubic meter (eight-hour average); and
acceptance under this subsection, the de- tribute to air pollutant concentrations (3) for an air emergency
partment will send to any affected federal which exceed the standards in 18 AAC (A) sulfur dioxide - 2,100 micrograms
land managers a draft notice or public 50.020. per cubic meter (24-hour average)*
hearings to be held on the proposed reclas- (g) The department will annually review (B) particulate matter - 875 micro-
sification and allow 30 days for comments, the air quality classifications to determine grams per cubic meter (24-hour aver.
Within 10 days after the comment period, if any areas should be proposed for age);
the department will publish in one or more reclassification. The department will an- (C) carbon monoxide - 46 milligrams
newspapers of general circulation in the nually publish a summary of the classifi- per cubic meter (eight-hour average).
area for which reclassification is sought, cations, any petitions for reclassification (D) particulate matter generated from
notice or public hearings on the proposed received, and air quality conditions in the wood-burning activities within wood
reclassification to be held in areas likely to state. Copies will be sent to the officials smoke control areas - 260 micrograms
be affected. The notice will include a sum- and agencies identified in (c) of this sec- per cubic meter (24-hour average).
mary of the petition, the federal land man- tion and, upon request, to other interested (b) The commissioner will preýscribe and
ager's comments, and the department's persons. publicize curtailment actions when a level
analysis, and will state where copies of the (h) If an area of the state is proposed of air contaminants in (a) of this section is
petition and the analysis may be obtained, for reclassification about to be reached.
The notice will be published at least 30 (I) by the department, the data speci-
days before the first hearing. Copies of the lied in (b) of this section will be made 50.620 AIR QUALITY CONTROL
notice willbesent forreviewandcomment available to the public at the time of 'PLAN. Volumes I1 and II of the Air
to state department commissioners, mem- public notice; the requirements of (c), (d), Quality Control Plan, as amemded by the

ronmental Advisory Board, affected feder- (e). and (f) of this section will be followed department through June 2, 1988, for im-
al land managers, and to units of local in acting on all reclassifications; or plementing and enforcing this chapter,
government within the affected area. t (2) by a private individual or organiza- may be reviewed at the department's cen-

tion without the resources to submit a tral or regional offices, are on file at the
(d) Public hearings on proposed reclas- complete petition under (b) of this section, office of the lieutenant governor, and are

sification will be conducted as follows: the department will provide technical and incorporated by reference as part of this
(i) the deputy commissioner or a desig- coordinative assistance to ensure reason- chap'er.

nee will serve as hearing officer; able opportunity for full evaluation of the
(2) the hearings will be electronically proposed reclassification.

recorded, and witnesses will testify under
oath;

(3) the hearing officer may question a 50.610. AIR EPISODES. (a) An air ARTICLE 6.
witness and will permit any reasonable, per- episode will be declared when, in the opi- GENERAL PROVISIONS
tinent testimony to be presented; and nion of the commissioner, the concentra- 50.900. DEFINITIONS. In this chapter

(4) written testimony may be introduced tion of air contaminants in the ambient air (I) "actual emissions" means the aver-
into the record of the hearing within 15 has reached or is predicted to reach any of age rate, in tons per year, that the facility
days following the hearing. !he following: actually emitted during the most recent

(e) The hearing officer will summarize (1) f - an air alert two years of. normal operation; facility-
the hearing record and submit a (A) s..ur dioxide - 800 micrograms specific allowable emissions may be con-
recommendation, with the basis for ap- per cubic meter (24-hour average); sidered actual emissions:
proval or disapproval of the reclassifica- (B) particulate matter - 375 micro- (2) "air contaminant" means dust,
tion, to the commissioner. The recommen- grams per cubic meter (24-hour aver- fumes, mist, smoke, fly ash and other
dation will be sent to those officials and age): and particulate matter, vapor, gas, odorous
agencies identified in (c) of this section, (C) carbon monoxide - 17 milligrams substances, or a combination of these
and to persons who submitted testimony per cubic meter (eight-hour average); and things;
into the public hearing record, requesting (D) particulate matter generated from (3) -air curtain incinerator" means a
their comments within 20 days after they wood-burning activities within wood incinerator in which large amounts of
receive the recommendation. smoke control areas - 150 micrograms combustible materials are burned in a rec-

(f Within 15 days after the close of the per cubic meter (24J-" .Ir average): tangular container equipped with an over-
comment period under (e) of this section, (2) for an air warning fire air system;
the commissioner w~il approve the pro- (A) sulfur dioxide - 1,600 micrograms (4) "allowable emissions" means the
posed reclassification if per cubic meter (24-hour average); calculated emission rate of a source or

(1) the health, environmental, economic, (B) particulate matter - 625 micro- facility using the maximum rated capacity
social, and energy effects of the proposed grams per cubic meter (24-hour aver- and enforceable limitations and conditions
reclassification arc in the public interest: age); and on emissions or operations;
and (C) carbon monoxide - 34 milligrams (5) "'ambient air" means that portion of
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the atmosphere, external to buildings, to more than 200 tons per day of coal; the each applicable local air quality control

which the public has access; term includes any combination of thermal plan, which will not interfere with attain-

(6) "asphalt plant" means a facility dryers, pneumatic coal cleaning equip- ment of the ambient air quality standards;

which manufactures asphalt concrete by ment, coal processing and conveying (20) "excessive concentration" means,
heating and drying aggregate and mixing equipment, breakers and crushers, coal in determining good engineering practice

asphalt cements; the term includes any storage systems, and coal transfer systems* stack height.

combination of dryers, systems for screen- within the facility; (A) a maximum ground-level concentra-

ing. handling, storing, and weighing dried (12) "commissioner" means the com- tion caused by emissions from the stack

aggregate, systems for loading, transfer- missioner of environmental conservation, which is at least 40 percent in excess of

ring, and storing mineral filler; systems (13) "construct" means fabricate, erect, the maximum concentration experienced

for mixing, transferring, and storing as- or install a source, or to make any physical in the absence of downwash, wakes, or

phalt concrete; and emission control sys- change to a facility or to change in method eddy effects produced by any nearby

tems within the facility: of operation which would result in a structure or nearby terrain feature;
(7) "baseline concentration" means the change in actual emissions; (B) for a source seeking to establish

ambient concentration level for a pollutant (14) "department" means the Depart- good engineering practice stack height un-

which exists on the applicable baseline ment of Environmental Conservation; der (23)(C) of this section, a maximum

date, plus the contribution from allowable (15) [Repealed] ground-level concentration as described in

emissions of a facility described in 18 (16) "dispersion technique" means a frof this paragraph caused by emissions

AAC 50.300(a)(5) and (6), (or which con- from the individual stack which, in

struction began before January 6, 1975, technique that attempts to reduce the con- addition,

but which was not in operation by the centration of an air contaminant in the (i) contributes to a total concentration

baseline date, minus the contribution from ambient air by due to emissions from all sources which is

actual emissions from a facility described (A) I using that portion of a stack which greater than an ambient air quality stand-
-exceeds good engineering practice stack ard in 18 AAC 50.020(a); or

structed or modified on or after January 6 , height; (ii) for a source described in 18 AAC

1975; ' (B) varying the emission rate of an air 50.300( a) (5) or (6), contributes to a total
contaminant according to atmospheric concentration due to emissions from all

(8) "baseline date" means, for each air conditions or ambient concentrations of sources which is greater than an allowable
contaminant and for any air quality con- that air contaminant; or increment in 18 AAC 50.020(b);
trol region in which a facility would locate (C) increasing exhaust gas plume rise

or have an air quality annual impact equal by manipulating a source process param- (C) for an existing source seeking to

to or greater than one microgram per eter, exhaust gas parameter, or stack pa- establish good engineering practice stack

cubic meter, the earliest date after August rameter, combining exhaust gases from height under (23)(C) of this section, a

7, 1977 and before November 1, 1982 on several existing stacks into one stack, or maximum ground-level concentration as

which the first permit application was by other selective handling of exhaust gas described in (B) of this paragraph if the

found to be complete by the Environmen- streams; this does not include allowable emission rate used in a modeling

tal Protection Agency, or the date after (i) reheating a gas stream, following use demonstration for determining the credit-

November I, 1982 on which information of an emission control system, to its origi- able stack height does not exceed

required under 18 AAC 50.300(c) for a nal discharge temperature; (i) that required by the most recent
facility subject to 18 AAC 50.300(a)(5) (ii) combining the exhaust gases from federal new source performance standard

and (6) is submitted; several stacks into one stack if the facility federal n e source p erormn s rwas rignall deigne an contruted applicable to the source category; or
was originally designed and constructed (ii) an alternative emission rate estab-

"(9) "best available control technology" with combined exhaust streams; lished by the department in consultation
means the emission limitation which re- (iii) combining the exhaust gases from with the source owner or operator, after
presents the maximum reduction achiev- several stacks into one stack, if done con- the owner or operator demonstrates to the

able for each regulated air pollutant, tak- currently with the installation of an emis- satisfaction of the department, or the au-

ing into account energy, environmental sion control system accompanied by a net

and economic impacts, and other costs; the reduction in the allowable emissions of the thority administering the state implemen-

resulting emissions must comply with ap- controlled air contaminant; or e tation plan, that the most recent federal

plicable federal emission standards; best (iv) any technique that increases the new source performance standard applica-

available control technology may include, exhaust gas plume rise if the allowable ble to the source category is infeasible; or

fc~r example, design features, equipment emissions of sulfur dioxide from the facil- (D) for a source seeking credit for an

specifications, work practices, operational ity are less than 5.000 tons per year. increase in existing stack height up to the

standards, or combinations of these (17) [Repealed] height determined under (23)(B) of this
factors; (18) "emission" means release of air section,

(10) "Btu" means British thermal unit; contaminants into the environment; (i) a maximum ground-level concentra-

(I I) "*coal preparation facility" means a (19) "emission allowance" means, for tion as described in (B) of this paragraph,

facility which prepares coal by breaking, each nonattainment pollutant, the amount if the allowable emission rate used in a

crushing, screening, wet or dry cleaning, of air contaminant emissions allowed from modeling demonstration is the emission

or thermal drying, and which processes new or modified facilities, as defined in rate specified by the State Air Quality
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Control Plan, or other applicable state ation, from that which would exist under tion at the base of the stack or, for a
implementation plan, or. in the absence of natural conditions; source occated offshore, measured from
such a limit, the actual emission rate; or (25) "incinerator" means a device used mean lower, low water; 0h! height of the

(ii) the actual presence of a local nui- for the thermal reduction of garbage or structure of terrain feature is measured
sance caused by emissions from the exist- other wastes, other than an indoor stove or from the ground-level elevation at the base

ing stack as determined by the department fireplace, but including air curtain of the stack, or, for a source located off-
or other authority administering the state incinerators; shore, measured from mean lower, low

implementation plan; (26) "towest achievable emission rate" water.

(21) "facility" means pollutant-emit- means that rate of emission which reflects (30) "opacity" means the char atcristic
ting sources or activities which are located the most stringent emission limitation im- of a substance which renders it partially or

on one or more contiguous or adjacent posed in any state, or any emission control wholly impervious to transmittance Of

properties and which are owned or operat- which has been achieved in practice by light;
ed by the same person or by persons under comparable sources; (31) "cpen burning" rre.ins the burning

common control; (27) "maximum conbustion efficiency. of a material which results in the productb

(22) "fuel burning equipment" means a means, for open burning, that the follow- of combustion being emitted directly into

combustionng are attempted: material should be kept the ambient air without passing through a

including flares but excluding mobile in- as dry as possible through cover or dry stack or flare;
ternal combustion engines, incinerators, storage; noncombustibles are separated (32) "particulate matter" means a rna-

marine vessels, backyard barbecues, and before burn; natural or artificially induced terial except water which is, or has been,
wood-fired heating devices; draft is included; combustibles arc sepa- airborne and exists as a liquid or a solid at

(23) "gocd engineering practice" rated from grass or peat layer; and com- standard conditions;

means, for stack height, the greater of bustibles are not allowed to smolder; (33) "petroleum refinery" means a fa-
(A) 65 meters, measured from the (28) "modify" means to make a change cility engaged in the distillation of petrole-

ground level elevation at the base of the or a series of changes in operation, or any um or redistillation, cracking, or reform-

stack, or, for a source located offshore, physical changes or additions to a source ing of unfinished petroleum derivatives;

measured from mean lower, low water; which increase the actual emissions of an (34) "ppm" means parts per million;

(B) the height, measured from the air pollutant; (35) "practical means available"

Vrfund-level e!evation at the base of the ( 2 9 ) "nearby," as used in the definition means, when approving the open burning
stack, or for a source located offshore of "good engineering practice" in this sec- of liquid hydrocarbons produced during oil

anynearbystruured ps onwer oa one-half tion, means, or gas well testing, that all alternative

any nearby structure plus one and one-half (A) for any structure in applying the disposal methods will have been analyzed,
times the lesser dimension (height or pro- formula in (23)(B) of this section, that and when an environmentally acceptable
jected width) of the nearby structure; un- distance uo to five times the lesser of the procedure exists, it will be required;
less a field study or fluid model required height or the width dimension of a struc- (36) "putrescible garbage" means a
by the department or other authority ad- ture but not greater than 0.8 kilometers; material capable o" being decomposed

ministering the state implementation plan the height of the structure is measured with capidit o ce nuise

verifies that the emissions from the stack from the ground-level elevation at the base with suffcient rapidity to cause nuisance

at this height would not result in an exces- of the stack, or for sources located off or obnoxious odors,

sive concentration of a regulated air con- shore, measured from means e lower low (37) "reconstruct" means to make

taminant as a result of atmospheric down- wate, equipment or process changes for which

wash, wakes, or eddy effects created by (B) for any structure or terrain feature the capital cost exceeds 50 percent of the
wash wakes or tutr r eri etr fixed capital cost of a comparable new

the source itself, any nearby structure, or in determining good engineering practice foreo cilitya
any nearby terrain feature; or stack height with a fluid model or field source or facility;

(C) the height demonstrated by a fluid study as prescribed in (23)(C) of this (38) "reduction of visibility" means the
model or a field study approved by the study as presred in 0.8)kClofethis obscuring of an observer's vision;

department or other authority administer-setontgaerhn0.kimtr,
the State implementation plan which except that portion of a terrain feature (39) "regulated air pollutant" means an

eng hes tatte emission poa stack may be considered to be nearby if it falls air pollutant regulated under Clean Air
ensures that the emissions from a stack do within a distance of up to 10 times the Act (P.L. 91-604) as amended August 7,
not result in at excessive concentration of maximum height of the terrain feature, 1977 (P.L. 95-95);
a regulated air contaminant as a reult of but not greater than 3.2 kilometers, pro- (40) "smolder" means to burn and
atmospheric downwash, wakes, or eddy vided that within 0.8 kilometers from the smoke without flame;
effects created by the source itself, any stack, the terrain feature achieves a height
nearby structure, or any nearby terrain that is at least 40 percent of the good (41) "source" means a structure. build-

feature; engineering practice stack height deter- ing. installation, or other part of a facility

(24) "impairment of visibility" means a mined by the formula in (23)(B) of this which emits or may emit a regulated air

humanly perceptible change in visibility section or 26 meters, whichever is greater, pollutant:
such as visual range, contrast, or color- as measured from the ground-level eleva- (42) "stack" means a chimney or con-
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duit installed after air-pollution control rice located at Juneau, Anchorage, or where wood-burning activities have result-
equipment through which air or air conta- Fairbanks; ed in a minimum of two individual 24-
minants are emitted into the environment. (47) "wood-fired heating device" metný hour periods when ambient exposures of

(43) "standard conditions" means a dry a device designed for wood combustion so total suspended particulate matter solelc
gas at a temperature of 70 degrees Fahr- that usable heat is derived for theintso from this activity have reached or exceedrenheit and a reference pressure of 14.7 of a building, and includes wood-fired ed 150 micrograms per cubic meter of air.pounds per square inch;(44) "ppy" means tons per h ear; and stoves, fireplaces, wood-fired cookingstoves, and combination fuel furnaces or (49 )"fugitive emissions" means those

(45) "ug/m"' means micrograms per boilers which burn wood; and emissions of a regulated air contaminantcubic meter of ambient air. which cannot reasonably pass through a
(46) "regional supervisor" means the (48) "wood smoke control area" means stack, chimney, vent. or other functionally

supervisor of the department's regional of- a geographic location within the state equivalent opening
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NOZZLE CALIBRATION DATA FORM

Da~te IM a4ly f 7 Calibrated by M£wf,• t'4s-

Nozzle Nozzle Diametera b
identification D , D9 ! D, D agC

number mm (Kn.) mm ?in.) mm ?in.) mm (in.) avg

where:

aD = three different nozzles diameters, mm (in.); each
1,2,3, diameter must be within (0.025 mm) 0.001 in.

b AD = maximum ýifference between any two diameters, mm (in.),

AD <(0.10 mm) 0.004 in.

C Davg = average of D1 , D2 , and D3 .

6 olc Lif'ai- b,:4ýNcfer - 0 . Y1 f rq h

Quality Assurance Handbook M5-2.6
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TYPE S PITOT TUBE INSPECTION DATA FORM

Pitot tube assembly level? _ _" yes no

Pitot tube openings damaged? yes (explain below) L-0 no

aI = i.r" 0 (<100), a2 = o. a o (<100), Pi = 9 0 (<50),

.2= to 0 (<50)

= 0 , = , A O. qo# cm (in.)

z = A sin y = o 03.7 )cm (in.); <0.32 cm (<1/8 in.),

w = A sin e = 06907!J cm (in.); <.08 cm (<1/32 in.)

P _A __.____ cm (in.) Pb. if"•'-) cm (in.)

Dt = cm (in.)

Calibration required? yes &01 no

Quality Assurance Handbook M2-1.7
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STACK TEMPERATURE SENSOR CALIBRATION DATA FORM

Date •- Ar' q5  Thermocouple number _ -_ -

Ambient temperature Xx.1- 0C Barometric pressure •-.A'o in. Hg

Calibrator O'I,'t/ Reference: mercury-in-glass Af rm 3/F

other

Reference Thermocouple
Reference b thermometer potentiometer Temperature

point Source temperature, temperature, difference,c
number a (specify) °C 0C

o 0. o- 1.1 o. p

100 /01-, 0,17
•.9s fg • '- 0.3'•

aEvery 30 0 C (50 0 F) for each reference point.
bType of calibration system used.

c r(ref temp, C + 273) - (test thermom te2p7 )C + 273 O

L ref temp, OC + 273( s00<r1.5%.

Quality Assurance Handbook M2-2.10
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DRY GAS METER CALIBRATION DATA (English units)

Date .Z2ec 9Z Meter box number 3
Barometric pressure, P = _;.30 in. Hg Calibrated by JQW6/E5K/ /RA5/ P

Gas volume Temperatures
Orifice Wet test Dry gas Wet test Dry gas meter

manometer meter meter meter Inlet Outlet Avg Time
setting (VW), (Vd), (tW), (td.), (td ), (td) (0),
(6H), 1 0 Y.

Vd in. H20 ft 3  ftO F F mF 0F win 1 in. H 20

40o 0.5 5 J,3 .03 ,0 79 77 /IZ-7S ' Zoo 1.Z/2
1..0 _ S.ozs 70 _76 9 9,9Y /.-0/1 1.g17

1.0 1.5 10 l_.__,f" 7o gO 73 7.S /5X.Z1? I.L60 1.069
'.0 2.0 10 I0.03 fl 76" 77 f ." 3.1Z i 1 .93V

5.7 3.0 10 iO.Oq 70 q) 79 85 1A73Z LoIZ 1.qz2

4.0 10 10,105" 70 92 " 2 g g 9 !-

VH, V P (t + 460) 0.0317 "(t + 460E)e12
1.@i b (b + 460)20 -- (P + y--.--6) (tw 4 460) btd w10 36 Vd(Pb +13.6~ t

0.5 0.036) (77,4.o) 0.0317 (.)) 11),475- 720.5 0.0368 .70:.ZI. + *' ''.')"; e• )•g O .'7 9 •)J-,.,
r-0 "4)1.o(7+6)s

1.0 0.0737 J r (So 0 ,a0o) 0.03/7 (6.0) - (7o t ,f. 0r .
Xdzrt zq. ao ( i) C70 -94) V.50 (1O+/5 ,o) / -7

/0 (9A 29.3d 4.5e-402.0 0.1407 .30J(,0.Y" +•0) t.03517 0z.5) (X,___ .___ 7 z
- .(-9.3l (z?.o 1 4PC. . .o) - zq.o (0•..€; 1 r /n

3.0 0.221 .o(Z9.36) (:sqQc, 0.0317 Q.,0) . 7/" t ]• /0o.z. 7.'C

4.0 0.294 6o(z6.3o) (05,,0',o) O.(I7(qo) t7 f 0) z 7z

_ _1 _2 .3./os ( , ,o " ., o ) ? t.,) Z 7
aIf there is only one thermometer on the dry gas meter, record the temperatureunder td.

Quality Assurance Handbook M5-2.3A
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APPENDIX G

Field Data
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DETERMINATION OF MINIMUM NUMBER OF TRAVERSE POINTS

Stack ID: F'eiQ 3 Stack diameter at ports: 'e.- (ft)

Distance A (ft) 1,| (duct diameters) _ -,_

Recommended number of traverse points as determined by

distance A: __-

Distance B (ft) __(duct diameters) 0.-7

Recommended number of traverse points as determined by

distance B: L-_

Number of traverse points used: -

66



PRELIMINARY SURVEY DATA SHEET NO. I
(Stack Geometry)

BASE PLANT

,,.,, • ,,Ar-,,-
DATE SAMPLING TEAM

SOURCE TYPE AND MiAKE

SOURCE NUMBER INSIDE STACK DIAMETER

"R•ELATED CAPACITY 'TYPE FUEL

DISTANCE FROM OUTSIDE OF NIPPLE TO INSIDE DIAMETER

/"-5- Lches
"NUM1EA OF TRAVERSES UMBER OF POINTSITRAERSE

LOCATION Of SAMPLING POINTS ALONG TRAVERSE

PERCENT OF DISTANCE FROM TOTAL DISTANCE FROM OUTSIDE
POINT DIAMETER INSIDE WALL OF NIPPLE TO SAMPLING POINT

(Inches), (Inches)

/0-

2 __ __ __ _-__ __ __-r - 0

,_ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ 1-. 7.7

_ _ __A/ Io.8

6 _ _ _ _ _2o,2_

7 ~3,5,3

/__ __ __ A__ __ _ 2.9

DEHI FORMAR7 15 6

APRo. 6



PRELIMINARY SURVEY DATA SHEET NO. 2
(Velocity and Temperature Traverse)

8ASE DATE

BOILER NUMBER

INSIDE STACK OIAMETER

Inches
$TA1 ION PRESSURE

In HR
STACK STATIC PRESSURE

-- /,06 In H20
SAMPLING TEAM

TRAVERSE POINT NUMBER VELOCITY HEAD, Vp IN H20 .• X STACK TEMPERATURE (OF)

I~~~ ~ 1§5S 3-••'

____ -_____I____ _,____________ YLP? J C90

1o.2 383

IOo._________ 39o

OEHL FORM 16

APR 78
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SAMPLE ANALYTICAL DATA FORM

Plant CcniftYd Heat01' i Pvt-r Run number I IIP•1, 7t

Sample location EieIsoli AF9
Relative humidity

Density of acetone (p a) 0.71 g/ml

Sample Sample Liquid level marked
type identifiable and/or container sealed

Acetone rinse
filter(s) V",

Acetone rinse container number

Acetone rinse volume (Vaw) ))0 ml

Acetone blank residue concentration (Ca) 0o.00L mg/g

Wa = Ca Vaw Pa = ( o, 0Ob ) ( P10 ) ( o.7f ) = ,S. mg

Date and time of wt Ix ffick xxoohrr Gross wt 1 j877. 0 mg

Date and time of wt I M 1" ?f 0 g30ýrx Gross wt io)177. h mg

Average gross wt )oýS77. a mg

Tare wt 101777,9L mg

Less acetone blank wt (Wa) 1.! mg

Weight of particulate in acetone rinse (m a) qy.', mg

Filter(s) container number

Date and time of wt I z. MAX 15 0.30 rf Gross wt 6 6 mg

Date and time of wt t)6.- ha Gross wt %-G.. mg

Average gross wt L3., 7 mg

Tare wt 27, 0 mg

Weight of particulate on filter(s) (m f) J 7ý1 mg

Weight of particulate in acetone rinse 191.L mg

Total weight of particulate (mrn) x 7 S I mg

Note: In no case should a blank residue >0.01 mg/g or 0.001% of
the weight of acetone used be subtracted from the sample weight.

Remarks

Signature of analyst Mt . O',3

Signature of reviewer

Quality Assurance Handbook M5-5.3
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AIR POLLUTION PARTICULATE ANALYTICAL DATA
BASE DATE RUN NUMBER

62/ OA) Y 9.3/
BUILDING NUMBER -SOURCE NUMBER

a. PARTICULATE$

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT PARTICLE$
(400 (00) )

FILTER NUMBER o f 0 8 00

ACETONE WASHINGS (Probe, Frontl
Hall Filter) 70,81 I'.777f0.

Total Weight of Particulates Collected 01~

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT WATER
r.,u () (00!

IMPINGER 1(M*20) 2ifZ78 200 78

IMPINGERZ2(7120) 24 2 oo 2(.0

IMPINGER 3 (lDi,) (//

IMPINOER 4 (Silica Get)z ,/r

.......... Total Weight of Water Collected i
Xl'_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ A E D ,)__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

ITEM ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSISAVRG
1 2 3 4AVRG

I
VOL% CO2  It,30

7'
VOL %0 2  5.'6

VOL % CO

VOL % N

Vol % N2 =(100%'-% CO 2 % 02 '% CO)

OEHL FORM2
MAY 762
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VISISLE: EMISSION OaSERVArION FO.FM~ t-O AIA

cC.iJY AE 3ERVATI OAN START T1= NO- 4!A-

SIuIR-r- ADDRESS aF is 30f -45 COMMENTS

Cm~~~l Ay ~~cIff7

3 77 31.0______

R~cESS EOUIP44EH EPRATING LAOC! 5.IcI~I vI______

CONTROL SCUIPMENTP~~waMD.f

CES' M BE ENLSSON P=AT -

EMTAN43OWLVL HMJOT FILMAT1VE TO OBSERVER

I6J rw , L-LDI _ _ _ _ _

s U~BAKno~ En E; Wool 
(~

WaA~cn~ ccw 'A' cx ##I rs 20 .-- 14

E6SlaIC* COL09 End WATER Omelt'1 PUEn is ~ 10 .j ~

-sat End. 19 V_ _ __ _ _ _ _
___ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ I/OO SKY____________t__

Sim 0 En Sani Epond

29

30~ 1 _________

O~SER2RS AME (PRIKT)

Observees 3d*2 I Gv~rt
OBSEAVZXS SiGNAflJRE DATE

ORGANIZATIO14

Sun Locaicn Line * L'(~IOi RyuuR A F9T
A0lt-YI -- RAINCEAThI=ID El DATE

73



VIS!S.LE EMISSION 02SERVATION FORM P,

* 4RVA O DA 7E jSTART T h.1 END T M

STREETr A-~RESSS1 SZ 0 is 30 45 COMMENTS

CmITY STATE. 32II

P*DOJI5 payEI Cc.sumC) SOURCE LO uUmMER

PRCS1EUMC OPERATING tO3= 3

CISTAC ROL OBSEPvEW DIET ONP1~O ERATIN MOD

OESCAj3E EMISSIONS 14J _____________

Sin Ed11d
D)JISTAC-z FROM OBEVE1 WATR=CN DROPLM P1..UERV 12 . ___________

Smnu End StAanha 0 En d 1 1

PO.NT IN TE PLUIM= AT WHIrrtkC OPACIT'Y WAS DFETERMlNED 1

FSa4Tt E~'d 17 f _ _ _ _ _

DECIEPLUME BACKGROUND 1

Stlat End I

BACXC(RCU.%: CCLOR jSKY CONDITONS 19 I ___________

Star I-. S~at End 210_________
WIND SPEED J WIND DIREcC-iON

A#L%3i-=flr TEAp WET BULB TEMP RK pwcwn 22___ J
I~g End =j 23

S=-c* SOURCE LAYCIJT SKEMHi Or2w Nom Afa

Sun AL 25 ._ __ _ _ _ _

Yt~~rd ~~~ 126 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

X Ern'.3siOn Point 27 -___

25 ______________

OESERVER'S NAmE= (?FUI"J

Obsg~o~"sPo~;~oru~. o'er
OBSERVER*S SIGNATAJRS DATE

0O;CANlZAnlON

Sun Lct-nLn AL/i U Y 5
ADI0,4A~ L - F-0;3 PIA~ CEn nOED V DATEFrt'KY~f At/%' f}4Piai f-,ir?
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SAMPLE ANALYTICAL DATA FORM

Plant Le-e'dfr( k4',. ý Oower" Run number I. ilfjPyf5

Sample location e; 61F6
Relative humidity

Density of acetone (pa) 0,1 g/ml

Sample Sample Liquid level marked

type identifiable and/or container sealed

Acetone rinse L1 &-

filter(s)

Acetone rinse container number

Acetone rinse volume (Vaw) • 08 ml

Acetone blank residue concentration (C a) 0,0ot mg/g

W C V P = (o'uDb ) (o, V) ( o.l7 ) = I,#- mg
a a aw a

Date and time of wt t- 1,vq) Gross wt too.xx-j_ mg

Date and time of wt lho/fr4 o8so .,t Gross wt too L.i_... mg

Average gross wt too-.•-.? mg
Tare wt ;pOU93. b mg

Less acetone blank wt (Wa) 1,1t mg

Weight of particulate in acetone rinse (m a) I I V7. 1 mg

Filter(s) container number

Date and time of wt Io Ay q D oq3V rVc Gross wt +53, 5- mg

Date and time of wt ,tc 4) (of/ 4t r Gross wt y -ts. 1f mg

Average gross wt 5"), !r mg

Tare wt ItL, 5 mg

Weight of particulate on filter(s) (mf) b b7. 0 mg

Weight of particulate in acetone rinse 1b 7. 7 mg

Total weight of particulate (mn) 3) 4-. 7 mg

Note: In no case should a blank residue >0.01 mg/g or 0.001% of
the weight of acetone used be subtracted from the sample weight.

Remarks

Signature of analyst )-LA ,Ai

Signature of reviewer

Quality Assurance Handbook M5-5.3
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AIR POLLUTION PARTICULATE ANALYTICAL DATA

kSE DATE RUN NUMBER

-- ~/ /f ,9y ?93
BUIL .N`G NUMBER SOURCE NUMaER

PARTICULATES

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT PARTICLES
ri)(1m) (s,)

6.ze's 01670

AZt .C'E WASHINGS (Probe, Front

0 0. )UO.) 0.~oi£'

-ic- '0 uli4 ~o..e Os',.K C

Total Weight of Particulate* Collected . 1+7 ..

II. _ _ MATER

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT WATER

(rm) (a-) (NI)

iMPINGER I (H20) ( 2 -1 Zoo

IMPINGER 2 (H20) o~ 22. .s"

IN4PINGER 3 (Dry) (z

IMPINGER 4 (Silica Gel) 1/.25~/3. S

- ~~Total Weight of Water Collected//. m

Ill. _GASES (Dry)

ITEM ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS AVERAGE
1 2 3 4

VOL% C02 l

VOL% .02 I6•0 5

VOL CO

VOL 7.N 2

F RV 
ol % N2  = 0(00% .% C O2  -% 02 -% C O)

OEHL FOM 20MAY 78 78



VIS!BLE EMI~SSION O2SEFIVATION FC).RMi

C~I~NYNA.)~OaE5EVATIO.N OA7E STARiTTIME END~ TIM.E
0 ,y P p

S3rLr.- A.:ORE 5 ýo 0 is COMMJENTS

a. I S's tLe'di-k Ave- (vtit 1 I N¶ ) C I 'C
Cil' STATE. -I 2

* e/ AF6 A- IIq 701
Pp+:).NE (KEY CCSTAC-) Sou ACS 10 uUmdEA

PROCESS EOU:PS4&C OP5AlING tAODE * u oI'
Cog I00 M~ie 45. 1D 6 u I - - o

CONTROL SCUIPMENT opOPFATNG MODE

CESCRIBE F?AISS-ON PC-NuT av~

,HEaGI ABOVE-= -Frc; LEVFa HEJ2GHT RFLAPiVE TG~ OIUSEAVE.R

I, ASOF SinI+ n/lý 15

DISTANCE FROM% 03SE.vE.-I DIrl=-CON FROM OBSERVER 12 i I; _,

:m End 7 1 st IV End -- I_ /

IDSCRI3E EMISSiONS

a4~~ End LI ____________

MISSIC-N COLOR IF WATER DROPLET- PLUME

tart L.#f 1d -ok End Vl j A.azh.d -3 Detache~d G

; O:.'T I.' T)'-fEPLU.' E AAT W*HICH OPACriy %V,:S D =DET RMiNE D

ESCaSEE PLUME BACKGFROUNO i

DAC.<C;CU-%: C:CLOR JSKY COND17ON~S ______________

(r 9- Erd J S. End-tiI -

5u&f End Emit W End IV 5_____

~.M3JENT TEJ~iP WE BULB TEMP R.Peorril ;tIjd~

;,ftI - End

23

SOURC oAC' SKE Cli 02 omI
CTERER NAE(IT)

Obz.~~'s o5..n ~

Sun Lo33ion Pohe ;

~DITIONI IL -o' i..

-- bs o-f- vsp03io - CERthl 3DOY
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SAMPLE ANALYTICAL DATA FORM

Plant (e&- 4C-;' d Run number 3 t,•4vqj
Sample location -ie(S,, A F
Relative humidity

Density of acetone (p a) O.7 g/ml

Sample Sample Liquid level marked
type identifiable and/or container sealed

Acetone rinse

filter(s)

Acetone rinse container number

Acetone rinse voiume (V aw) ___ ml

Acetone blank residue concentration (C a) 0 V0 mg/g
Wa = C V p = (O.o; ) ( 0.) ( 0.7q ) = 5- K. mga a aw a
Date and time of wt ix. ) 3o 00 Gross wt 9o009.L mg
Date and time of wt Ma 'tq3 Og9)ow Gross wt qgjoo.V mg

Average gross wt 701oio, i mg

Tare wt qgq'6. mg
Less acetone blank wt (W a) I mg

Weight of particulate in acetone rinse (m a) I q. 7 mg
Filter(s) container number

Date and time of wt 1. ma q) 013& •; Gross wt ZI. mg
Date and time of wt I m,,,, it) i/ hrfr Gross wt 4f. q mg

Average gross wt j mg

Tare wt q1. 5- mg
Weight of particulate on filter(s) (mf) l SO. t mg

Weight of particulate in acetone rinse ,3 1. 7 mg

Total weight of particulate (mn) 10,1 mg
n

Note: In no case should a blank residue >0.01 mg/g or 0.001% of
the weight of acetone used be subtracted from the sample weight.

Remarks

Signature of analyst V
Signature of reviewer

Quality Assurance Handbook M5-5.3
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AIR POLLUTION PARTICULATE ANALYTICAL DATA

SASE DATE RUN NUMBER

£'tý'25co) / /14Y f93
BUILDING NUMBER SOURCE NUMBER

/-Z ir

PARTICULATE

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT PARTICLES

FILTER NUMBER

ACETONE WASHINGS (Probe, Front
Hall Filter) '10D 9'g 14qD

0, I

........... Total Weight of Particulates Collected tQoL j

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT WATER
(jni) (8yj) (41)

IMPINGER 1 (H120) -71 o

IMPINGER 2 (H2O) 217 20 /

IMPINGER3 (Dry) m. I 0

IMPINGER 4 (Silica Gel) 9 2 -2. Z 205z-2

........... Total Weight of Water Collected 3 Oa

Ill._________________GASES (Dry)

ITEM ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS AVERAGE
1 2 34

VOL% C0 2

VOL % 02 •3 •.

VOL % CO

VOL % N2

Vol %N 2 =(100% - %CO 2 . %02 % CO)

OEHL FO 20 83



VIS!BSLE E-M!SSION Uc!SE3:FVAIk~ji"J r-L.-JNM

NAMEj O3SjEPVATION DATE S TART TL%)-= E ND TI..4E

SEC I

CITY $TATE I 2 nl

EgIro'i AF6 AK 'k ~ Z1 3c _______

rPN (:KEY CC-VTAT SORC 10 rt,~r

PROCESS E0U:P~.MET OPERATING lAOc= S.. n io U
~o~m~oo Ef-uiPMEH? OPE iTING MODE

(C PVol "at C~ ' ~I_______

P, ~f~ End V

DISTANCE FROM 03SE-WEER DIRECTION FROM OBSERVER I- ,If
S.ým q End j,". smzit End L-3

OICIEEMISSIONS 14__________

52 LI,-A(19End V'.J L __________

fEMIJSSC.'I COLOR IF WATER D,-OPLET PLUME 1j.J ~1o___________

IStart L:ri ht ArdWAEnd VfA-.a--hud .3 Delachdnd ±___________

IPO:.NT IN Ti-rJ= PLUME- A7 WH)CH OPACi7Y WA-S 0DE =RMiNEODQIGc:7! __________

Isart ~ ~ 'C End V"j 1 __7_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _

Dzc:S-PL'UME4 BACK5GOU.D 1 J3____________
Star( End V
3AC;:(iZ;CUNj CCLOR SKY COND MONS LiL O __________

StarI 6 14e rdSt.art C(eur End V'2

WIND S=?EED . 2VND DIRECTION -21

st&1f 05'- 10 Emd st[art M P End V'L~LQ

Al'= 7ra Endj fET BULB TEm p R14.Percent 22 I S J ~ _ __ _ _ _ _ _

s _r -7 EndL H o

(ZErmi33orI Po~nI 27QJy o j*•I___________

OESERVER'S NAmE (?RIK-.)

OESERVER'S Si~mTRSDT

"o140 OREANizAfON

Lcat'of Line
CERTIFLEO= BY DATrzf 4r C(r o Pit rrM'

L?~1TIO~84



Isokinetic Determination (EPA Method 5 Program)
Boiler 3, 11 May 1993

XROM "METH 5" XPOM "METH 5" RUN NUMBER XROM OMETH 5"
RUN NUMSER RUN NUMBER THREE, 11 MAY 93
ONE, I MAY 53 TWO, 11 mAY 93 EIELSON AFB AK
EIELSON AFB rK EIELSON AF5 AKPRUN RUNFEEFBXY

METER BOX Y:P METER BOX Y? METER -OX Y?1EE C1OX R U1.0100 RUN 1.0lee RUN DELTA H5 L'

DELTA H? DELTA H? " 1ELTg r9 .9DELTAUH
Z.0500 RUN 1.5300 PUN BAR PRESS ?r. r N

BAR PRESS ? BAR PRESS ? 2•. 150 RUN
O 9.1500 RUN 25.7900 RUN METER VOL ?

METER VOL ! METER VOL ? METE VOL ?
45.2980 RUN 45.•.10 RUN 4M.63TTE MP F

MTR TEMP F? MTR TEMP F? MTR TEMP F?
'4.OOHE RUN 70.0000 RUN OTHER GASRUN

SOTHER GAS % OTHER GAS
REMOVED BEFORE REMOVED BEFORE REMOVED BEFORE
DRY GAS METER 7 DRY GAS METER ? DRY GAS METER ?

RUN RUN PUNSTATIC HOW IN 7 STATIC HOH IN 7 STATIC HOH IN 7
-1.0 04 RUN -1.0;00 RUN -1. g00 RUN

STACK TEMP. STACK TEMP. STACK TEMP.359.P0Qr RUN 355.0009 RUN 362.0000 RUN
ML. WATER 7 ML. WATER ? ML. WATER ?

121.0000 RUN 1ZI. sGo0 RUN 130.5000 RUN

IMP. % HOH = 11.3 IMP. % HOH = 11.5 IMP. % HOH = 12.7

% HOH=11.3 % HOH=Il.5 % HOH=12.7

'4coa? '4 c02? ' coz?14.1000 RUN 14.5000 RUN 14.5000 RUN
% OXYGEN? % OXYGEN? ,, OXYGEN?

% ? 5. 6000 RUNC 5. 0Q00 RUN 5.3000 RUN'4CO ? • co ? '4 Co ?
UNRUN RUN

MOL WT OTHER? MOL WT OTHER? MOL WT OTHER?

RUN RUN RUN

MWd =30.48 MWd =30.5$ MWd =30.53
MW WET=Z9.07 MW WET=2.13 MW WET=28.95

SORT PSTS ? SORT PSTS ? SORT PSTS ?
26.1030 RUN M 25.2OZ RUN 25.7230 RUNTIME MIN ? TIME MIN 7 TIME MIN ?
60.0000 RUN 60.0000 RUN 60.0000 RUN

NOZZLE DIA ? NOZZLE DIA ? NOZZLE DIA ?
0.2500 RUN 0.2500 RUN 0.2500 RUN

STK DIA INCH ? STK DIA INCH ? STK DIA INCH ?
52.5000 RUJN 52 .55 t C.* 52. 5000 PUN

S VOL MTR STD = 44.865 * VOL MTR STD = 43.913 * VOL MTR STD = 42.411
STK PRES ABS = 25.11 STK PRES ABS = 29.71 STK PRES ABS = 29.14
VOL HOH GAS = 5.70 VOL HOH GAS = 5.7Z VOL HOH GAS = 6.14
% MOISTURE = 11.z; % MOISTURE = 11.52 4 MOISTURE = !. 5
MOL DRY GAS = 0.ý87 MOL DRY GAS = 0.885 MOL DRY GAE = 0.373

%4 NITROGEN 80.3 4% NITROGEN = $0.10 % NITROGEN = 80.20
MOL 'T DRY = 30.4$ MOL WT DRY = 30.58 MOL WT DRY = 30.53
MOL WT WET = 29.07 MOL WT WET = 29.13 MOL WT WET = 28.95
VELOCITY FPS ;4.43 VELOCITY FP3 = 61.51 VELOCITY FPS = C3.6:
STACK AREA TACK AREA = 15.03 STACK AREA = 15.03
STACK ACFM = 5,1.SAKAE 50
STACK DSCFM = STACK ACFM = 55,483. STACK ACFM = 57,371.
TISKNETCF ' *203. STACK DSCFM = 31,582. * STACK DSCFM = 31,347.,. OK0NETIC 102. 0 0 % ISOKINETIC = 1032.26 % ISOKINETIC = 99.50

END CF FIELD DATA END OF FIELD DATA END OF FIELD DATA
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SAMPLE ANALYTICAL DATA FORM

Plant Ceto4yu( rei4 we -Run number 1 /3 Movf,
Sample location e&,f AFo

Relative humidity

Density of acetone (p a) 0 g/ml

Sample Sample Liquid level marked
type identifiable and/or container sealed

Acetone rinse

filter(s)

Acetone rinse container number

Acetone rinse volume (V aw) - ml
Acetone blank residue concentration (C a) oDý mg/g

Wa = Ca V p = ( 0.o0( ) (0-) ( 0.19 ) = , 1. mg

Date and time of wt Il1ý, it, 's.g ýrf Gross wt )OM L. mg

Date and time of wt -f Mqxq ) i37 ýrr Gross wt 10) 93CI. mg

Average gross wt 10•39.•3 mg
Tare wt ?0316s.3 mg

Less acetone blank wt (W a) 1. I mg
Weight of particulate in acetone rinse (m a) 67. 1- mg

Filter(s) container number

Date and time of wt 19,4,f O43- Gross wt ,--.O) mg
Late and time of wt 1 53,P • S-• Y. Gross wt '-I o. I mg

Average gross wt 410. I mg
Tare wt 29 71, _mg

Weight of particulate on filter(s) (mf) >;-.• mg

Weight of particulate in acetone rinse h 7. 1- mg

Total weight of particulate (min) m g.7 mg

Note: In no case should a blank residue >0.01 mg/g or 0.001% of
the weight of acetone used be subtracted from the sample weight.

Remarks

Signature of analyst z ý '
Signature of reviewer

Quality Assurance Handbook M5-5.3
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AIR POLLUTION PARTICULATE ANALYTICAL DATA

BASE DATE RUN NUMBER

BUILDING NUMBERSORENMR

PARTICULATES

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT PARTICLES
(00) (AMn) (am)

FILTER NUMBER o+o .Z?0 o. z6'7&

ACETONE WASHINGS (Probe. Front
Hall Plie.,) 2366 0.

aj el,4j tlaa', - . 0 it

......... Total Weight of Particulates Collectedl O. '

it. ~~~~~WATER __________

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT WATER
(*1,) (Dz') (A-')

IMPINGER I (720) I~ 7q L go -7

IMPINGER 2(H20) .. ) 0

IMPINGER 3 (Dry) .50 .£

IMPINGER 4 (Stlics Gol) .1607 , 0 7

.. .... ........
K. ................ Total WihofWater Collected

in. ____________________ GASES (Dry) __________

ITEM ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS AVERAGE
1 2 3 4

VOL %C02  l $-/- 5

VOL % 2  77.. -16 -7/

VOL % CO

VOL % N 2

Vol %HN2 =(10)% -%5CO 2 -%02 . S CO)

OEHL FORM 20
MAY 78
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*VIS!!BLE EMISSION QESERVATION FORM' N -

C2a3EaVATION~ DA7E 57-ART rTE 'E ND C)TI

CZ~JPi'Y i t,4,,4 e ,'ver 3(1 t~I~V ''.
SE.:

STREET ADDRESS Li s 30 5COWA.ENTS

e-~~ -/-T -

~ ~ Le4~fAr f'~,f1~STATE

PI+DN (KEYCC."aAC~)SOURCE LD 4UUIdER- -

CONTOL SUIPME7 O flG MODE -

L'c_-& D'U:%A~ ( yop 4~4 ~ 1

DESCRIsE EMISSIONSPN

141 kvfsn 1 End v- I f __ _ _ _ __ _ _

Ew1s=iC4 COLOPR IFATER DOPLt-"PLUME is 0J c' s
Stan .Lf')4 Errnd V, JA-.ahftd: Detached G - -

[PO:NT IN THE PLU.'AE A7 WHICH OPACITY WA-S OFETE:MiNED I U () _ __________

Istart - - ~j r~ l End L.40 17 1 7 __________

DSRIEPLUM=- BACKC;ROU.s) -
I ' _____ _________

Start End V, 19 _ V __ _ _ _ _

3ACXC;RCU.-.: CCLOR SKY CONDMON~S- - 7I -

start End i-saictEd -20v oI 
P 1__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

WIND SPE . INO DIREC71ONJ I01 1

sa1End Smart NVW En 21 0__ _

AIET TEAP WVET BULB TEMP R ec4 2

slart 43 En V/ I pe -' 2- 5- 1 1_ _ _ _ _

S:--I SOURCE LYT SKETICH Draw NoiM Arrow -~ . J1L
Sur) 25-ZLŽ1 <I~

GZEmnisson Po;nr 26 L o -1/ I'10I-c I

29 1  _ _ _ _
30 ~ j~ f

O2SERVEZS NAIVE (R

OBS5EVER'S SiGN4AT1JPE DATE

140*- ~~
OSGAN!ZAT1ON

* ~Sun Loc2floe Line. L IF-
C~rl~lF,_z 13YDATS

ADDITIONALL'qPOAMATION e-r AiM~~o( /or .Ar~
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SAMPLE ANALYTICAL DATA FORM

Plant Le.,4',I Hebi, 4 . Run number 1 May

Sample location L,'elr, At-$

Relative humidity

Density of acetone (pa) 1.71 g/ml
a

Sample Sample Liquid level marked
type identifiable and/or container sealed

Acetone rinse V
filter(s) V

Acetone rinse container number

Acetone rinse volume (V aw) e ml

Acetone blank residue concentration (Ca) O.O•L mg/g

W =C V ___.___o__7f0. m
a a aw Pa = (oD% ) (x o0 ) ( o.' ) = 0. mg

Date and time of wt Is-xsvr I yI c7,? Gross wt 100161, 4 mg

Date and time of wt 111)71,r 14,•) Gross wt l0ulbI, • mg

Average gross wt ?.1 1.0D Mg

Tare wt 10 00+(0. mg

Less acetone blank wt (W a) 0.r/ mg

Weight of particulate in acetone rinse (ma) I 9 g

Filter(s) container number

Date and time of wt Iq q oyfo 1 Y Gross wt F4-06. 7 mg

Date and time of wt i~oq/2 ti-to ývf Gross wt f, L4 mg

Average gross wt f0. 7 mg

Tare wt . -g8q mg n

Weight of particulate on filter(s) (mf) I I 7. ' mg

Weight of particulate in acetone rinse i1 '4< 3 mg

Total weight of particulate (mn) - 1-, ( mg

Note: In no case should a blank residue >0.01 mg/g or 0.001% of
the--weight of acetone used be subtracted from the sample weight.

Remarks

Signature of analyst m ,x . V'AUAA

Signature of reviewer

Quality Assurance Handbook M5-5.3
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AIR POLLUTION PARTICULATE ANALYTICAL DATA

VAEDATE RUN NUMBER

-BU-L-NC NUMBER SOURCE NUMBER

"PPARTICULATES

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT PARTICLES
(on) (am) f')

NUM%13ER e~.b7oZ 890,lS

" E W"S'•1NGS (Probe, Front,,,, d...) 100. X0~l J 0 o,+6,, o. i'

WATER

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT WATER
I (EMdi1n) (A-,) (tai)

fI PIN4GERI (Hi20) 
;L 0o

OIAPiNGER 2 (1120) 0 ~ ~ 006

IMPINGER 3 (Dry) vi,

IMPINGER 4 (Silice Gel) ) 207. 7 2 0 7

--
T otal Weight of Water Collected

dam

:It, GASES (Dry)

ITEM ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS AVERAGE
1 2 3 4

VOL % CO

VOL % N2

Yol % N 2 = (100% -% CO 2 . % 02% CO)

OEHL FOR 20MAY 711 94



*VIS!3ILE Ej!3SSioN OBSERVATION FC7;Ni Ndo .,

Co.%IA&1. K'Z.:ja 
CB5E RVATION DATE STR .? N ll-

STREE7 "NY !S I* 

SE I

0TSE AORS -]w " COMMENTS

rI__v QIYC.tCa SOUR= 10 numaER Zia7 iI_______

_.ocsS Eou~p4E16 OPERATING MODE/ IoL L1

C'TrOL SCUIPMENT OPEYaTING MODE--

C\,(. ' 6 St?tA -Afe or Ag, z ;tx. f 4, f _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

I o-5'q9- EMASS:ON PC44T . I

HEiGNT A2OVEZ evWWA; LEVEL. pEIGI4 REIATIVE TO OBSERVER -__________

f t"LI Stn II l Ed I-
OSACFRM0SW.lDIRECTION FROM O!ISERVER 12 _________

:ISTn C FROM OBEnd S!Rft End I,--jOS le- 13 oLLL I_____
O3:S'Pm3FC EMISSIONS 14 L L .________
EmissicON CxOaO IF WATER DROPLET PLUME IS v ________

S'-It L:,htt Aft.*,- End Axachoo . Detached

PONT t.- Trrj PLum= A7,mT VHC1opAcro- Y ;ws 0 s=mINE 0 a~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Stanta- End 17~g p
DESM~SE PLUME BACKG~r-MND18 O 1 ___________

s'a't ýe End 19 o vJo [ _ _ _ _ _

8AC CUO-)CLOR. SKY CoNornosIN - a -

Stn 84- End S:aft CIeA Y End 20

WIND SpEE. jWIND DIRECcnoN

staut s--i 04 End I/ Isrt AlW End_ V _ __ _ __ _

ALMBENT TEM_?p jWETBULB TEMAP p.efle~n 22________

tr-kSOURCE LAYOUT SKETaCH4 Draw Norm ArrtywŽL iI

Sun 0r 25 _ __ _ _ _

( rzmiz~i- 
-on 27 5- Lo

29 IIýI 1

Z30 ' 51_ _ _ _ _ _

0ýSEVER'S NAME (PRII"r

Obsvroe~s Po,,t.irj A C trie
OE!SERVER'S SIbNATURE DATIE

140. 
ORG.ANIZATION

Sun Locaf~on Line A-Lij(. E i( A r- *
c~anFo ~IDA.TE'
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SAMPLE ANALYTICAL DATA FORIM

Plant C_?mf He 4{>.f q' Psae.r-e Run number /3MaV

Sample location E; 4, 1F8

Relative humidity

Density of acetone (pa) 0.7 g/ml

Sample Sample Liquid level marked
type identifiable and/or container sealed

Acetone rinse 4 V1-
filter(s) 1 V

Acetone rinse container number

Acetone rinse volume (V aw) _ )0 ml

Acetone blank re'sidue concentration (C a) 0.,oL mg/g

Wa = Ca V p = (O'u ) ( •O ) ( 0,9 ) -7q mg

Date and time of wt h.1  q4 15r- Gross wt 0 f 51I.- mg

Date and time of wt /y '4 •it7 Gross wt 1U031.( . mg

Average gross wt 773 i.) mg

Tare wt 0 mg

Less acetone blank wt (Wa) 1.1 mg

Weight of particulate in acetone rinse (m a) I bS.- mg

Filter(s) container number

Date and time of wt ii o'u 0tC, r; Gross wt 4t ".• mg

Date and time of wt I /'lay 's• u, Gross wt L4 1 mg

Average gross wt (f mg

Tare wt mg.' mg

Weight of particulate on filter(s) (mf) 17 L 5 mg

Weight of particulate in acetone rinse 4• • inmg

Total weight of particulate (an) • i3 mg

Note: In no case should a blank residue >0.01 mg/g or 0.001% of
the weight of acetone used be subtracted from the sample weight.

Remarks

Signature of analyst pei7v. k 7

Signature of reviewer

Quality Assurance Handbook M5-5.3
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AI.R POLLUTION PARTICULATE ANALYTICAL DATA

BDASE DATE RUN NUMBER

BUL-ILDING NUMBER I SOURCE NUMBER

I. PARTICULATES

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGtiT WEIGHT PARTICLES
(sm) o) (am) (,

FILTER NUMBER L0 -6 ,15

ACETONE WASHINGS (Probe, Front
11.11 Filter) 0 31P3 o?~3~-

Total Weight of Particulales Collected 0Y7 g

if. WATER ___________

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT WATER

IMPINGER I (?120) 290 200 9o

IMPINGER 2 MH2O) 1.'% 217 '5 20./7

IMPINCER 3(Dry) /i 0

IMPINGER 4 (Sll!.m Gel) 7 7ZO00 15. 72

..... *.....*.... ~ -Total Weight of Water Collected

Ill. ____________________ ~~GASES (Dry.)___ ________ __________

ITEM ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS AVERAGE
12 3 4

VOL COZ q.o D ~. D'

VOL 02 74

VOL CO

VOL % N 2

Val % H2 (100% % Co 2 . 02 % CO)

OEHL FORM 20
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-C:E- U.N I is 33 COMM~ENTS- ~ 4 Ac~ -

flY ~STA7E

(KEN~ Y CCT7)URS 0D NuI.dER

0ýft EC'JIPED.7 PEMATING MOO )b 1 __________

A -(i ~ ~ A - n;, 7 1 I

A3CV~ ) i4EID)4T P.T'J.IVE TO OB.SERVER

f___ _ Is~an i14 End L'i

STA.NCE FRCýM Oas=-=v--Z FiAECTIN FROM OBESRVE- 12 I; / !;7]0 1~

m'¶ End Sim r-r1 3 0 l _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

,~SSCOjCLZR JWATER WM OPO/-t PLUM is~ ~'Is
aL:t* End V-a=F Oet.ac'dO G

:Nj ThE LU.' AT O'x ?ACrAlY WAs DSTisMNQO 57

,~~ ~. / EEnd V'. I I .
* ~~~CCLGO J SKY 19~7Z: ~ j0[ I____________

7: i.l j, Start fr etrY EndVL, 20I I ~ c I _ _ _ _ _ _

'-E. d 4 sel~Iv End V211,0(

____S 
J2U CE -LAYC~fr SKE j-CA4O 

N O.-I Ar j-I

27 P J on Po It 27'

29f I i I

OBSE=-VE=RS SIGMAflJ5 CA TE

OFC.NiZA-TlO.4
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Isokineric Determination (EPA Method 5 Program)
Boiler 3, 13 May 1993

RUNXP'METH 5' XPOM 'METH 50 LPM:.M OMETH S"
ONE, 13 MAY 9Z TWO, 15 MAY !F3 T:F.Um NUMBEP
EIELSON AFS W EIELSON AFE. AK EIELS1N MFA 9K

RUN F:UtJ ,..
METER BOX Y? METER E.OX Y? ME'4EA E.OX Y? Ar"

DELTA H? DELTA H? I.ELTA H?. 0
f.A.30 C '.U4 I. N50c - . FUNBAR PRESS ? •FR FAR ' LAR PRESS ?

2U. N.' RUN C EUS
METER VOL I METER VOL ? ,5.•OO0 RUN

43.- 3;- PUN " METER VCL ?•T TEMP •F? -'- " .•' 51 94 00 PUN .Ct:( 1
MTR TEMP F? HTT TEMP F? MTR T F?9. oo RUN $.O00 P RUN p ,U
% OTHER GAS %. OTHER GA' % OTHER GA4
REMOVED BEFORE REMOVED BEFORE
DRY GAS METER ? DRY GAS METER ? DRY GAS METER ?

T IUN PUN PR,STA]TIC MOM IN ? STATIC MON IN ? STATIC HMO IN ?-1..4OO RJUN -1. LAo RUN . OOO PUNSTAC. TEMP. STACK TEMP. STACK TEMP.579.OOO FUUN ZFUN.. 0000 RUN U N
ML. WATER ? ML. WATER ? ML. WATER ?

11i.5ozo RUN iz?.500S RUN !14.2z¢.0 RUN

IMP. % HOH = 1!.z IMP. % KOM = 11.9 IMP. % HOM = 12.1
%. HOH= 11 .2 %. HOH=!I. g %. HOH= 12. 1

%~ 002? 7'. coz? 7. 002?
%.? •2.5000 RUN 13.60 :-• 14,001:00 RU%

% OXYGEN? 70. OXYGEN? %. OXYGhE1?
O9 7.1000 -RUN ,..00 RUN 5. 7000 RUN% CO ? 7 co ? % co ?UNRUfN RUN

1OL WT OTHER? RUN MOL WT OTHER? MOL WT OTHER?RUN RUN PU

MW•, =30.23 HWd =30.42 Mud =m0.48MW WET=2$.9" MW WET=Zo.95 MW WET=Z6. 16

SQRT PSTS ?SQRT PSTS ? SORT PST$ ? 2'5. 3-Z. PUN
25.6730 PUN 23.4154 RUN TIME MIN ?TIME MIN ? TIME MIN ? £0.0O0G RUN
eO.GO0o RUN 60.Q000 RUN NOZZLE DIA ?NOZZLE DIP ? NOZZLE DIq ? O.Z500 RUN
0.2500 U RUN G.25O P RUN STK DIR INCH ?STK DIR INC: ? STK DIR INCH ? 52.5000 RUN
,z.5G00 RUN 52.51c0 RUN

• VOL- . VOL MIR. 6,T) = •.
VOL MTR STD - 41.7, * VOL MT' S-) = 3'8.337 STK PRES AS- = 29.52
STK PRE$ ABS 5s 5.TSTK PRE3 6c = 9..5 VOL HOH GAIVOL HOH GAS = 5.-.- VOL HOM GAS = 5.5 % MOISTURE = 1-Z. '% MOISTURE = 11.17 % MOISTURE = 11.65 MOL DRY GAS
MOL DRY GAS = 0.885 MOL DRY GPS = 9.881 O NITROGEN =
. NITROGEN = 80.40 % NITROEN = 80.20 MOL WT DRY =MOL WT DRY = 30. 2- MOL WT DRY = 30.42 MOL WT WET =

MOL WT WET = 28.91 MCL WT WET = 28.55 VELOCITY FPS 17
VELOCITY FPS = 63.24 VELOCITY FPS = 57.46 STACK AREA = !T.C13
STACK AREA = 15.03 STACK APRE = 15.03 STACK PCFM = ;;,0es.
STACK ACFM = 31,8'. STACK ACFM = 51,825. , STACK DSCFM = 30,371.

+ STACK DSCFM = 31,427. - STACK D5CFM = 29,11g. % ISOK"-.-C = 94.95
% ISOKINETIC = !7.63 %. ISOKINETIC = 96.82

END OF FIELD DATA END OF FIELD D;-.!T
END OF FIELD DATA
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BLANK ANALYTICAL DATA FORM

Plant Ce t fvtr& Healti~o 6 tv Pe- r
Sample location Eie o&' Ara
Relative humidity

Liquid level marked and container sealed _

Density of acetone (pa) 0.71 g/ml

Blank volume (V a) ___ _ml

Date and time of wt Gross wt mg

Date and time of wt Gross'wt mg

Average gross wt q "15. 5 mg
Tare wt '1755. mg

Weight of blank (m ab) 0.7 mg

mab _ ( 0.17 ) _ 0, 0 - 6 mg/gCa V a ( 150 ) ( 0.7f )

Note: In no case should a blank residue greater than 0.01 mg/g
(or 0.001% of the blank weight) be subtracted from the sample
weight.

Filters Filter number

TJate Lnd time of wt Gross wt mg

Date and time of-wt Gross wt mg

Average gross wt mg

Tare wt mg

Difference wt mg

NJote- Average diference must be less than ±5 mg or 2% of total
sample weight whichever is greater.

Remarks

Signature of analyst t , 'Vt

Sig-iature of reviewer

Quality Assurance Handbook M5-5.4
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APPENDIX H

Emission Calculations
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Stack Emissions Determination (EPA MASSFLO Program)
Boiler 3, 11 May 1993

X.ROM _41SSFLr" mPOM OPA45FL" mPOM 0AS$.Ft.,

ONE, RUN hiuY .!R
EIELSC'N AFw Av1MYTIPE :~~q!!,EL5CN' AF5 AK EIELSON FAF5 &

VOL4.-ý VT T OL MT.R 5TD ? VOL MTR ~
STC DC .1 ? RUN C.51 S., A.: 1 'STAC ~SC~ ?STACK De,.rM ,' STACK cs:'_21345.Oo0 RUN ~~~,4.~o Fv
FOT12 5. 1?iC jI FRONT 1/ 2 MG ?FRONT 1/2Z mG
BACK1 1/2 MG4.700 RUN CC4 p 1 4.PU

E'RC U/ MGN EACK 1/2 MG ? R B ACK 1/2 MG ? RUI~

F mGl/mS*i z14s; F GF:,D-=F 0.l1i F GR/t'SCF =0 0
FL/R=F MGj/fIN 201. 15? F MG/M,'.M Z= .S55F LG/HM 2613 F LB/XR $!3.$41ý F LE/NR=

F KG/MR !4.443 F KG/HR=
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Stack Emissions Determination (EPA MASSFLO Program)
Boiler 3, 13 May 1993

RON~ NU;MBER kH NUEMBER
ON!, 13 MAY 33 TO "3 vz. 13 MOAY 53
EIELSON RFB RK ; sIEL $C - . ZLOý; :

V. wTR ST? DVOL MTR STD ?
41.72C, I-" VOL MTR STD) ? * 9.2133 RUNITP;. ? TH 337 R'.t 4TRCK DSCFM'

vrj 4•tsc•'•25 1 "0 U 3031.0 RUN
STACK DIC/ ? RU FRO)T 1/2 M, ?

FRN / G1
2 9)119 OL40 RU 30j371-009 RUIJ

1t8.700 F 1UN FRONT 1/2 MG ?U4.7* F:N

BACK 1/2 MG ? BA.CK 1/2 MG ?RU? RUN R:UN

F GR"DSCF =0..,?- F = F R/DSCF=
F MG/MMM = iG.5?Z F 2 :13.79 F MG/M10.= 3G. 557
F LB/KG i8.902 L =F LB/HF LB/ = 35 ....
F KG'HR = 8.574 F KG/HR =1.57a F KG/HR = 15.974
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APPENDIX I

Opacity Certification Card
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The Texas Air Control Board
Certifies That

ROBERT J OBRIEN

Ha, compre1d a Course condoted by The Texas Ak Control Boatd and
has mew the ,qulrementa for eveluating vlsible emlsliona.

MARCH 12, 1993

SEPTEMBER 12. 1991
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Facility Data
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